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Introduction
Barrierislands along the Texas Coastal Zone are part of a
complex and dynamic system representedby many distinct
yet interrelated environments affected by a variety of
natural processes,climaticconditions,and human activities.
Because of the increasing realization that island resources
are extremely important both as natural systems and as
valuable recreational areas, the necessity of understanding
their complexities and how man and his activities interact
with thembecomesmore and moreurgent.
This report, which focuses on a 20-mile segment of
barrier islands along the Texas coast, treats several aspects
of the islands including land and water resources, active
processes and natural hazards, historical changes in natural
environments, historicalchanges inGulf and bay shorelines,
and the importance of fore-islanddunes. A comprehensive
understanding of these topics is important because essen-
tially they govern the naturalcapability and limitations of
barrier islands to support productive future development.
General Setting
Mustang and Padre Islands are barrier islands located
along the southern portion of the Texas Gulf Coast. The
islands are bound by the waters of Corpus Christi Bay and
Laguna Madre to the west and northwestand by the Gulf
of Mexico to the east and southeast.The area encompassed
by this investigation includes all of Mustang Island, the
northern tip of Padre Island, and adjacent bay and lagoon
environments— a total area of approximately 50 square
miles, all of which is within Nueces County (fig. 1). The
northern boundary of the study area is defined by the
Corpus Christi Ship Channel and Aransas Pass, and the
southern boundary is defined partly by the Nueces-Kleberg
County line. The distance between these twodefining lines
is approximately 21miles.The Corpus Christi Bay shoreline
and the Intracoastal Waterway mark the landward margin
of the study area. A prominent feature along the bay
shoreline of Mustang Island is Shamrock Island, a recurved
spit extending southwestward into Corpus Christi Bay
(fig. 1).
Natural features on and near Mustang and north Padre
Islands include beaches, vegetated dunes and barrier flats,
active dunes and blowouts, tidal flats, storm-washover
areas, marshes, marine grassflats, and bay-margin sands and
shoals. The general relationships of these natural environ-
ments with respect to each other and with respect to Gulf
and bay waters are depicted in figures 2 and 3. The island
environments are affected by a variety of natural active
processes and hazards, including waves and longshore
currents, tidal currents, eolian processes, tropical storms
and hurricanes,and subsidence and sea-level rise.
Major cultural features on Mustang and north Padre
Islands include the small community of Port Aransas
located on north Mustang Island and a recreational com-
munity development on north Padre Island. Public recrea-
tional areas include Mustang Island State Park, Nueces
County Park, Packery Channel Park,and Port Aransas Park.
Water Exchange Pass, called the fish pass (pi.1), connects
Corpus Christi Bay with the Gulf in the vicinity of Mustang
Island State Park. Access to the islands is provided by
ferries operating across the Corpus Christi Ship Channel
near Port Aransas and by the John F. Kennedy causeway
that connects the city of Corpus Christi and the mainland
to north Padre Island. Park Road 53 extends the entire
length of Mustang Island connecting north Padre Island
with Port Aransas. Public access to the Gulf beach is
provided by this highway,and vehicular traffic ispresently
permitted along the entirestretch of beach.
Mustang and north Padre Islands lie within a climatic
area termed dry subhumid by Thornthwaite (1948). Mean
annual precipitation ranges between 30 and 32 inches per
year, and mean annual evaporationaverages near30 inches
per year (Carr, 1967; Arbingast and others, 1967).
Droughts are not uncommon. Winds play an extremely
important role in shaping and modifying island environ-
ments. Onshore southeasterly windsprevail during most of
the year but are replaced periodically by strong and
dominant north winds associated with frontal passages
during wintermonths.
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Figure 1. Locality map of Mustang andnorth Padre Islands
Figure 2. Generalized diagram of barrier islands along the Texas coast.
(Modified from Scott andothers, 1964.)
Figure 3. Generalized diagram of barrier island land and water resourceunits.
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Delineation of Land and Water Resources
In 1969, the Bureau of Economic Geology began a
comprehensive inventory of theTexas Coastal Zone (Fisher
and others,1972; Brown and others, 1976). Experienceand
knowledge gained from the Coastal Zone project provided
the foundation from which the concept of resource
capability was developed. The concept evolved from the
realizationthat (1) productive utilizationof land and water
resources can be maximized and environmental problems
minimized if utilization of resources— land, water, and
biota— is consistent with their natural capabilities and
limitations and (2) capabilities and limitations depend on
(a) the physical, chemical, and biological properties and
active processes that characterize the resources, as well as
(b) the kinds and intensitiesof resource use.
As originally defined by Brown and others (1971),
resource-capability units are environmental entities— land,
water,area of active process, or biota— defined in terms of
the nature and degree of activity or use they can sustain
without losingan acceptablelevel of environmentalquality.
Although the definition in theory is sound, practical
application of the concept of resource capability first
requires delineationof land and water resource units on the
basis of distinctivecharacteristics that can be identifiedand
mapped.
Thus, a modifieddefinition was proposed by St. Clair
and others (1975): land- and water-resource units
(resource-capability units) are mappable entities, either
natural or man-made, that are defined by the physical,
chemical, and biologicalcharacteristics or processes which
govern the type and degree of use that is consistent both
with their natural quality and productiveutilization.
Units are established by recognizing elements of first-
order environmentalsignificance (Brown and others, 1971).
First-order elements are those physical, biological,
chemical, and/or active-process elements that are of pri-
mary significance in affecting current and potential land
use.
As a simplified example of how these first-order ele-
ments are recognized, assume that highly permeable sand
has been mapped at thesurface in twodifferent areas along
the Coastal Zone. One area is on the mainland where the
sand, a Pleistocene distributary channel sand, is penetrated
by water wells that produce fresh water from the shallow
fresh-water aquifer for domestic and irrigation purposes.
Because the substrate is highly permeable sand, it allows
rapid infiltration of rainwater which recharges the shallow
aquifer. Of first-order significance are (1) the high perme-
ability of the unit and (2) the fact that the unit serves as a
recharge zone and localaquifer. The mapped unit wouldbe
classified as a geohydrologic unit and calleda recharge sand.
Assume that the second area of highly permeable sand
composes part of a barrier island which is commonly
washed over by storm waters. In this case, the mappable
washover sand unit would be classified on the basis of its
storm-washover potential which is considered to be the
overriding environmental factor governing use of this area;
the highly permeable nature of the sand is of secondary
importance in this case. The mapped area is classifiedas a
process unit knownas astorm-washoverarea.
A land-resourceunit, such as the washoversand,may be
recognized and mapped by aerial photographic interpreta-
tion. Criteria may include (1) absence of protective fore-
island dunes gulfward of the sand area, (2) generally flat
topography with low elevations, (3) water ponded in
scoured channels, (4) absence of barrier-flatvegetation,and
(5) presence of scattered marsh plants and localalgal mats.
Recognitionof these criteriahelps confirm the probability
that the area links Gulf and bay waters during storms.
Aerial photographic interpretations, supported by field
observations, published studies and maps, and historical
records aid in accurately determining first-order environ-
mental factors.
Land- and water-resource units derived by this type of
first-order environmental analysis may be classified into
(1) physical units (geologic substrate and soil units) where
physical properties are of primary importance; (2) geo-
hydrologic units where high permeabilities enhance aquifer
recharge; (3) process units such as beaches, washoverareas,
floodplains, and active dunes where active physical pro-
cesses are of first-order significance; (4) biophysical units
such as vegetated fore-islanddunes where physical charac-
teristics such as height, location,continuity, and vegetation
stabilization are of primary importance; (5) biologic units
such as grassflats and salt marshes wherebiologic activity is
the dominant factor; and (6) man-madeunits such as spoil,
made land, and dredged channels wherehuman activity has
resulted in important environmentalmodification.
Evaluation of natural-resource units also depends on
response to various types and intensities of activities that
occur on the land and in or on the water. Present and
anticipated land and water uses are varied, but certain
activities serve as examples. These are (1) solid and liquid
waste disposal; (2) channelling, ditching, and draining;
(3) constructing of buildings, highways, light and heavy
industry, jetties, groins, piers, and seawalls; (4) extracting
surface and subsurface raw materials; (5) filling and land
reclamation; (6) devegetating and other alteration of
natural flora; (7) farming and grazing; (8) use of herbicides,
pesticides, and insecticides; and (9) impounding surface
water for future use or storage of wastes. Thus, the natural
characteristics and carrying capacities of different areas are
related to the kinds and rates of activitiesthat they may be
calledon to support.
The concept of biotopes is an old concept that was first
adopted for use in Texas by Oppenheimer and Gordon
(1972) as a way of presenting the aesthetic, biologic, and
physiographic conditions that result naturally or under
man's influence in the Coastal Zone. A biotope is defined as
a biological assemblage that occurs within an area of
uniform environmental conditions (Kuehler, 1967).
Although the biological environment may appear diverse
and without pattern, there are recognizable biological
assemblages that have some degree of relationshipin their
composition. Included within the concept is the realization
that biological assemblages, particularly plant assemblages,
can occur as a natural succession of communitieswithin the
given set of environmental conditions (Allee and Schmidt,
1951).
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Biotopes provide a flexible basis for evaluating and
comparing environmental settings of any locality. A list of
applicable biotopeswith theirdescriptions can be presented
in terms of original distribution, biotope changes, and
postchange pictures. From this, species compositions and
the responses of the various organisms can be determined.
As such, the biotope concept provides a mechanism to
assess the magnitude of many environmental changes and
the extent to which use changes will be felt by the
biological assemblages inthe Coastal Zone.
Land and Water Resources of Mustang and North Padre Islands
Land and water resources of Mustang and north Padre
Islands were mapped jointly by personnel from the Bureau
of Economic Geology and the Marine Science Laboratory
at Port Aransas by combining the concepts of resource
capability (Brown and others, 1971) or land- and water-
resource units (St. Clair and others, 1975) and biotopes
(Oppenheimer and Gordon, 1972) to produce a singlemap
(see accompanying Land and Water Resources Map (pi. 1)).
Land- and water-resource units were identifiedand mapped
on black-and-whiteaerial photographs (scale approximately
1:25,000, taken in June, 1974) provided by the General
Land Office of Texas. Boundaries of mapped units were
transferred from photographs to a base map prepared by
the cartographic staff of the Bureau of Economic Geology
from U.S. Geological Survey topographic maps (scale
1:24,000).
Procedures used in mapping land and water resources
were patterned after those established by the Bureau of
Economic Geology in the Environmental GeologicAtlases
of the Texas Coastal Zone (Fisher and others, 1972; Brown
and others, 1976). These principles include: (1)extensive
aerial photographic interpretation, (2) field checks,
(3) aerial reconnaissance, and (4) utilization of published
data. To support mapping of the land and water resources,
the Marine Science Laboratory assembled a collection of
several hundred low-level, oblique 35 mm photographs,
both color and infrared (IR). In addition to 1974 photo-
graphs, aerial photographs ranging in date from 1938 to
1970 which were collected by the Bureau for historical
monitoringwere studied to help define the areal extent of
some resources. These older photographs wereparticularly
useful in identifyingdredged channels and sites of disposed
spoil.
In areas where a conflict between the concepts of
Table 1. Areal extent and percentage of total land and water resources, Mustangand northPadre
Islands (1974).*
*Areas were calculated on the Land and Water Resource Map (scale =1:24,000) by usinga square-count
method; smallest squares used were equivalent to 0.23 acres.
Land and Water Resources Area (acres) Total Area (%)
Beach,coppice mounds,and wind-shadowdunes 614 1.9
Vegetated fore-islandand back-islanddunes 1,502 4.7
Vegetatedbarrier flats 8,589 26.8
Active dunesand sand blowouts 596 1.9
Washover areas 1,532 4.8
Wind-tidal, tidal, and shallowsubaqueous flats







Salt marshes— Spartinaa/term:flora dominant






Local sand beaches and shellberms 54 0.2
Bay-margin sand and shoals 871 2.7
Subaerial spoil and made land 3,760 11.7
Subaqueousspoil 888 2.8
Navigation channels and permanent surface-waterbodies 816 2.5
(Does not includeCorpus Christi Bay, Intracoastal
Waterway, or Corpus Christi Ship Channel.)
TOTAL 32,053
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resource capability and biotopesarose, the unit ofprimary
environmentalsignificance took precedenceover the one of
secondary importance. For example, in areas where the
resource capability classification indicated a storm wash-
over, this classification overrode the biotopedesignationof
sand flat and, in some areas, salt marsh. In other areas, the
biotope designation of salt marsh (other than Spartina
alterniflora) took precedence over the resource capability
designation of local sandbeaches andshell berms.
Land- and water-resourceunits are identifiedon themap
by a distinct shade or pattern. In the case of the resource
unit— wind-tidal, tidal, and shallow subaqueous flat— line
patterns were employed to designate those areas wherethe
biotopes— algal flats and salt marsh (excluding Spartina
alterniflora)— were present on wind-tidal flats. The remain-
ing area on these flats (those with no line pattern)
correspondsto a sand-flatbiotope.
Sixteen distinct land- and water-resource units were
identified and mapped, and the areal extent of each was
determined (pi. 1; table 1). The following discussion treats
each resource unit in terms of (1) a general definition,
(2) physical characteristicssuch as arealextent and distribu-
tion, topography, and composition, (3) natural active physi-
cal processes that affect the unit, (4) typical vegetation
and/or animals, and (5) importanceand/or special concerns.
Beaches, Coppice Mounds and Wind-ShadowDunes
General definition.— -This resource unit lies along the
Gulf side of the barrier islands and includes the forebeach,
berm, backbeach,and partially vegetated eoliandunes and
mounds (coppice mounds and wind-shadow dunes, fig. 4)
that are present seaward of the well-vegetated dunes and
barrier flats (figs. 2 and 3). On the southern half of the
map, it includes relatively large, partly vegetateddunes that
are present seaward of well-vegetated fore-island dunes.
These dunes are similar in size to the well-vegetated dunes,
but because of sparser vegetation they weremapped with
the coppice mounds and wind-shadow dunes. Small sand
blowouts and washovers that are presentalong the seaward
side of the fore-island dune system weremapped with the
beach resource unit for cartographicsimplicity.
Physical characteristics.—The width of the beach,
coppice mounds, and wind-shadow dunes, determined at
high tide, averages approximately 245 feet, with a maxi-
mum near 600 feet, including spoil placed on the back-
beach adjacent to the Water Exchange Pass (or the fish
pass) and a minimum of 100 feet, seaward of a seawall on
north Padre Island. There are 20.7 linear miles of beach
along the Gulf shoreline. Elevations range from sea level
along the seawardedgeof the forebeach to about 10 feet at
the crest of eolian dunes and mounds. The total area
representedby this resource is 614 acres (table 1). Beaches
and coppice mounds are composed primarily of sand and
scatteredshells.
Beach width appears to increase southward within the
mapped area (pi.1) because of increased width of
unvegetated dunes to partially vegetated dunes and sand
mounds. The width of the beach, however, generally
decreasessouthwardfrom PortAransas.
Active processes.— The beach is a zone of high physical
energy. The lower beach is subject to daily waveswash and
tidal inundation; the backbeach and adjacent dunes and
mounds are subject to inundation and alterationby spring
and storm tides as well as alterationby wind action. As a
result of erosion and depositionduring storms, the normal
profile of beach and adjacent dunes may be altered to a
broad, smooth gulfward-slopingsurface. In time,as normal
processes are resumed, the characteristic berm, coppice
mounds, and wind-shadow dunes will be reconstructed.
Additional information on Gulf shoreline changes is pre-
sentedin thesectiononhistorical monitoring.
Vegetation/animals.—Sand mounds and dunes that are
present between the back beach, and well-vegetated fore-
island dunes are sparsely to moderately well vegetated.
Common plants include Ipomoea pes-caprae (goatfoot
morning glory), Ipomoea stolonifera (fiddle leaf morning
glory), Panicum amarum (bitter panicum), Uniola
paniculata (sea oats), Croton punctatus (beach tea), and
Sesuvium portulacastrum (sea purslane).
Importance/specialconcerns.— The beach is an important
recreational resource. Furthermore, it acts as a source of
sand for fore-islanddunes, helps dissipate waveand current
energy,and is ahabitat for someorganisms.
Figure 4. (a) Beach along central Mustang Island covered with
Sargassum.(b) Coppice mounds and wind-shadow dunes just south
of the fish pass.
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Figure 5. Well-vegetated fore-island dune ridge on north Mustang
Island.
VegetatedFore-Island andBack-Island Dunes
General definition.—We 11-vegetated dunes and dune
ridges (fig.5) are present along the Gulf side (fore-island
dunes) and bay side (back-island dunes) of the barrier
islands (figs. 2 and 3). These areas include relatively contin-
uous dune ridges and interlying swales and depressionsas
well as irregular and hummocky blowout dune complexes
stabilized by vegetation. Locally, interlying swales and
depressions may maintain ephemeral fresh-waterponds and
marshes. Only major back-island dune systems were
mapped; others were grouped with the vegetated barrier
flats.
In a few areas, dunes that were once active and arenow
only moderately wellvegetated are included in this unit;an
example occurs approximately 0.1mile south of the fish
pass. Field inspection in the summer of 1974 revealedthat
fore-island dunes at this location were vegetated almost
entirely withCroton punctatus (beach tea), whereasa wider
diversity of plants is represented on well-vegetated fore-
island dunes.
Physical characteristics.—More than 16 linear miles of
fore-island dunes are present in the mapped area. Fore-
island and back-island dunes cover approximately
1,500 acres (table 1). Elevations range from slightly more
than 35 feet at thecrests of the highest fore-islanddunes to
less than 5 feet in the interlyingswalesand depressions.The
dunes are composedof fine-grainedsand.
The widthof the fore-islanddune complex ranges from a
minimum of about 50 feet to a maximum of about
2,000 feet. The average width is approximately 700 feet.
Fore-island dunes mapped near Port Aransas include a
rather broad expanse of smaller vegetated dunes that lie
between the beach and main dune-ridge complex. Rela-
tively rapid accretion attendant with migration of Aransas
Pass and construction of the Corpus Christi Ship Channel
jetties has prevented the formation of larger dunes. The
wide area (2,000 feet) of fore-island dunes just north of
Corpus Christi Pass includes a revegetated dune and
blowout system that extends bayward from the primary
(gulfward) line of fore-islanddunes.
Active processes.— Active processes may periodically
affect these vegetated areas. Lower elevationsin fore-island
areas are subject to inundation and modification by storm
tides and storm surge. Sand blown from the backbeach,
active dune and blowoutareas,and subaerial washoverareas
may alter the configuration of the dunes and interdune
depressions.
Vegetation/animals.— Fore-\s\and and back-island dunes
are well vegetated with a wide variety of grasses and
flowering plants— many tolerant of salt spray. Common
species include Uniola paniculata (sea oats), Panicum
amarum (bitter panicum), Ipomoea pes-caprae (goatfoot
morning glory), Ipomoea sto/onifera (fiddle leaf morning
glory),Paspalum monostachyum (gulfdune paspalum),and
Crotonpunctatus (beach tea).
Importance/special concerns.— Fore-island dunes help
protect other barrier-island resources and the mainland
against storms by: (1) being the major line of defense
against storm surge and flooding, (2) dissipating waveand
current energy released by storms, and (3) providing the
highest elevations on the islands.The width and height of
the fore-island dune system should notbe thesole basis for
selection of storm-protected areas, however.Other factors
such as dune continuity, orientation, vegetation, and
relationship to other resource units should also be con-
sidered. Dune vegetation is particularly important because
of its sand stabilizing characteristics; its destruction may
severely decrease the ability of the dunes to protect against
storms.
In addition to offering storm protection, fore-island
dunes help trap and store windblownsand,help maintain
and nourish beaches (particularlyalong an erosional coast-
line) by being a source of sediment, serve as a habitat for a
unique assemblage of flora and fauna, and add to the
recreational and aesthetic appeal of the barrier islands.
Additional information on fore-islanddunes is presentedin
the section entitled, "Dune Criticality."
Vegetated Barrier Flats
General definition.—Vegetated barrier flats are hum-
mocky, grass-covered, sandy areas of low relief that
generally lie between the fore-islanddunes and bay marshes
and tidal flats (figs.2 and 6). The hummocky nature of this
land reflects its origin as grass-covered, stabilized dunes,
deflation flats and washoverdeposits.Many small vegetated
barrier flats originating from sand migrating in active dune
fields and/or sand depositedby storm washoversarepresent
bayward of the main vegetated barrier flat and are
surrounded by such land and water resources as wind-tidal
flats, algal flats, and grassflats. Ephemeral fresh-water ponds
and marshes as wellas local patches of salt-marsh vegetation
were mapped with this unit.
Crane Islands in Laguna Madre and twoelongate islands
located immediately north of the mouth of Wilson's Cut
were mapped as vegetatedbarrier flats. These islands appear
to have originated as local sand beaches and shell berms,
but later became vegetated with grasses characteristic of
this resource unit.
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Figure 6. Vegetatedbarrier flat flanking fore-island dunes.
Physical characteristics.— Vegetated barrier flats cover a
total area of 8,589 acres. This is the largest land- and
water-resource unit, comprising 26.8percent of the mapped
area* (table 1). Elevations range from sea level to over
15 feet at the crest of restabilizeddunes, butelevationsare
generally less than 10 feet and decrease toward the bay.
These vegetated areas are composed primarily of fine-
grainedsandwithscatteredshell.
Active processes.— The vegetated barrier flat which is
generally protected by fore-island dunes and stabilizedby
vegetation is, perhaps, the land- and water-resource unit
least affected by active processes. Nevertheless, specific
areas are subject to the effects of flooding (areas low in
elevation), storm surge (areas not well protected by
foredunes),and windblown sand (areas adjacent to unvege-
tated zones such as active dunes and sand blowouts,
washoverareas, beaches, sand flats, and subaerial spoil and
made land).
Vegetation/animals.-Typical grasses include Paspalum
monostachyum (gulfdune paspalum) and a variety of
Panicum species, some of the more obvious forms include
Helinathus argophyllus (silverleafsunflower),and Gaillardia
pulchella (indian blanket). These plants support a popula-
tion of rodents, such as Geomyspersonatus (Texas pocket
gopher), and seed-eating birds. Top carnivores include the
coyote (Canis latrans) and raccoon (Procyon lotor).
Ephemeral ponds and marshes are typically vegetated
withcattail (Typha domingensis) and common threesquare
(Scirpus americanus) and provide habitat for birds such as
the redwing blackbird [Agelaius phoeniceus) and pintail
duck (Anasacuta).
Importance/special concerns.— Compared to other land
and water resources,the vegetated barrier flat is one of the
most acceptable sites for community development on the
barrier island because of its extensive area, its central
location with respect to other land and water resources,and
its limited susceptibility to alteration by active processes.
*The total mapped area includes the areas of all mapped land and
water resources; it excludes the Gulf, Corpus Christi Bay, Corpus
Christi Ship Channel,and the Intracoastal Waterway.
Figure 7. (a) Active dunes on north Padre Island;view is toward the
southeast, (b) Blowout in fore-island dune area, Mustang Island;
view is toward the west.
Vegetated barrier flats are also habitats for a variety of
plants and animals which community developments will
displace.
ActiveDunes and Sand Blowouts
Generaldefinition.—These areas of migrating sand dunes
and sand sheets include large active back-island dune fields
(fig.7a) and associated deflation flats, as well as smaller
areas of active dunes and sand blowouts (fig.7b) in close
association with vegetated fore-islandand back-islanddunes
and washover areas. Locally, coppice mounds and wind-
shadow dunes are included with these active systems. At
several locations the dunes have moderately well-vegetated
crests that afford relatively good stability, but their barren
flanks are vulnerable to deflation.Small sandblowouts that
are present along theseaward flanks of vegetated fore-island
dunes were mapped with the beach, coppice mounds, and
wind-shadowdunes.
Physical characteristics.-Of the 596 acres (table 1 )
covered by active dunes and sand blowouts,approximately
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Figure 8. Corpus Christi Pass. Photograph taken in September of
1973 when the storm channel that sometimes connects bay and
Gulf waters wasclosed.
548 acres occur south of the fish pass; the largest areas are
located on north Padre Island. Elevations range from less
than 5 feet to over 25 feet.
Active processes.— Active sand dunes and sand blowouts
that are present adjacent to washover areas and Gulf
beaches are highly susceptible to erosion and modification
by winds, storm tides, and storm surge. Back-island dune
fields are affected primarily by wind action, but lower
elevationsmay be inundatedand scouredby storm tides.
Vegetation/animals.— These active areas generally are
barren, although they are locally vegetated by plants that
can adapt to the unstable conditions. Early colonizing
plants are important in the eventual stabilization of the
shifting sand. For a discussion on plant succession and
stabilization of dunes along the Texas Coastal Zone, see
Dahl and others (1974).
Importance/special concerns.— Active dunes and sand
blowouts are commonly natural features.The sand migrates
bayward and, if not stabilized, may eventually be blown
into the bays or into biologicallyproductive areas such as
grassflats. In addition, blowouts in the fore-island dune
system are areas of weakness during storms. Active dunes
that become stabilized by vegetation help to build up the
barrier islands. Much of the area mapped as vegetated
fore-island dunes is composed of restabilized blowout
dunes. It is particularly important to protect incipient
vegetation on active dune and in blowout areas to allow
upbuilding and restabilizationtooccur.
Washover Areas
General definition.—These low-lying areas are periodi-
cally inundated and subjected to intense wave and current
energy during hurricanes. The largest washover areas,
Corpus Christi Pass (fig. 8), Newport Pass, and Packery
Channel, extend into Laguna Madre. Several smaller wash-
overs are present north of Corpus ChristiPass; the largest of
these is near the fish pass which was constructed in an
existing washover area. Active dunes and coppice mounds.
as well as minor subaqueous areas, are locally included in
this land- and water-resourceunit.
Physical characteristics.— A/Vashover areas on Mustangand
north Padre Islands range in width from less than 200 feet
to more than 2,000 feet. Their total area is 1,532 acres,
with over 1,500 acres occurring south of the fish pass
(table 1). Elevations range from below sea level to about
5 feet. These areas are generally composed of sand with
scatteredshell.
Active processes.— Washover areas are zones of high
physical energy during storms. Intense wave and current
activity concentrated in washovers during storms scour
channels and transport sediments bayward. Between
storms, sand transported along the shore eventually closes
the channels, and often forms ponds. Large, subaerial,
unvegetated washover areas aresubject to extensivemodifi-
cations by windblownsand.
Vegetation/animals.-Major washover areas mapped in
the vicinity of Corpus Christi Pass, Newport Pass, and
Packery Channel are generally barren of vegetation. Extant
vegetated zones adjacent to these areas were mapped
according to the type of vegetation, for example, salt
marsh, vegetated barrier flat, or grassflat, although these
areas are also subject to the effects of storm washover.
Smaller washover channels north of Corpus Christi Pass
extend bayward across the vegetated barrier flats and
locally are occupied with extensive marsh vegetation. The
washover areas biologically resemble the wind-tidal and
shallow subaqueous flats; the shallow water supports a
variety of fish, shrimp, and fish-eating birds such as the
spectacular great blue heron (Ardea herodias). The ponded
channels present in the washover areas are popular fishing
spots; wade fishermen typically catch spotted seatrout
(Cynoscion nebulosus) and pinfish (Lagodon rhomboides).
Importance/specialconcerns.— Washover areas may have
some value as energy-release ducts for storm tides and surge
or as pathways through which nutrients and sedimentscan
be flushed to enhance biologic productivity in the bays,
grassflats, and marshes. Sedimenttransported through these
areas and deposited on grassflats also can lead to reduced
productivity locally. However, the primary purpose of
identifying washovers on theland- and water-resourcesmap
is to delineate these hazardous areas that are the first to be
flooded and subjected to high current velocities during
storms. These areas should be avoided in community
development.
Wind-Tidal, Tidal, andShallow Subaqueous Flats
General definition.— Wind-tidal flats (fig. 9a) are bay-
margin environments that are inundated periodically by
wind and storm tides; tidal flats are subject to daily
inundation by astronomical tides;and shallow subaqueous
flats are either continuously inundated or exposed only
during extremely low tides. These areas have certain
common characteristics. They are (1) generally located on
the bay side of the barrier islands, (2) relatively flat with
little or no standing vegetation,and (3) subject to flooding.
Blue-green algae may flourish on wind-tidal flats shortly
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Figure 9. (a) Wind-tidal flat along bay margin of Mustang Island,
(b) Algal flat on Mustang Island. Back island dunes are visible in
background.
after inundation, producing mats which bind the sandy
sedimentinto a tough substrate(fig.9b).
Physical characteristics.—Elevations in these areas gen-
erally range from 3 feet above mean sea level onwind-tidal
flats to about 3 feet below mean sea level on shallow
subaqueous flats. The total area covered by this land and
water resource is 4,807 acres. Most of the tidal flats are
composed of sand, although a thin veneer of mud may be
present in depressed areas. Some of the flats onwhich algal
mats are present have a characteristicspongecake texture.
Active processes.—As noted in the general definition,
these areas are flooded. When they are adjacent to washover
channels and major navigation canals (such as Corpus
Christi Ship Channel) they are subject to modificationby
strong currents that accompany storm surge and tides.
Some of the higher wind-tidalflats may be flooded only a
few times a year when favorableastronomical and meteoro-
logical conditions accompanystrong north winds or persis-
tent southeasterly winds. Infrequently inundated flats
composed of loose sand may be modified by wind action.
Vegetation/animals.—ln a few areas mapped as wind-
tidal flats, salt-marsh vegetation such as shoregrass
[Monanthochloelittoralis),glassworts {Sa/icorniaspp.),and
saltwort [Batis maritima) can be found. When flooded.
Figure 10. Spartina a/termflora marsh.
shallow waters support a substantial population of small
fish, such as the sheepshead minnow {Cyprinodon varie-
gatus) and penaeidshrimp which feed on algae and detritus.
They are in turn fed on by birds such as the great blue
heron (Ardea herodias) and reddish egret (Dichromanassa
rufescens) and, in deeper waters, by larger sport fish.
Fiddler crabs (Uca panacea) inhabit the borders between
algal flats and salt marsh, feeding on algae and detritus.
In a few areas, flats may be inundated for extended
periods, during whichtimepatches of shoalgrass and brown
algae may become temporarily established.On one occasion
in late 1974, shoalgrass and a type of macroalgae were
observed on flats near Wilson's Cut growing in water that
was two to three feet deep, butduring a subsequentperiod
of extremely low tides, these flats were subaerially exposed
and only a few shoalgrass rootsystems could be located.
Importance/special concerns.— \r\ addition to their
biologic role, bayward-slopingwind-tidaland tidal flats can
be thought of as flood basins which buffer or dampen
wind-driven bay and lagoon waters, thereby helping to
protect adjacent vegetated areas. A proliferation of naviga-
tional channels, marinas, and associated spoil on wind-tidal
flats and subaqueous flats can leadtocompartmentalization
of these flood basins and can alter natural water-circulation
patterns. In addition, some channels may act as surge





General definition.—Marshes with high biologic produc-
tivity, composed predominantly of the salt-marsh grass
Spartina alterniflora (fig. 10), are present in shallow bay
waters north of Wilson's Cut. Unlike the extensive stands of
Spartina, which characterize marshes on the east coast of
the United States and some areas of the Texas coast,
marshes along Mustang Island consist of relatively narrow,
discontinuous stands of Spartina that fringe spoil islands
and tidal flats. The fringe of Spartina may be transitional
with marine grassflats. A major exception in the mapped
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area is the large marsh west of Port Aransas supported by
the Port Aransas sewage-treatment plant outfall.
Physical characteristics.— Spartina marshes occupy
178 acres— a very small fraction (0.5percent) of the total
mapped area. Approximately 100 acres of marsh are lo-
cated east of Shamrock Cove. Marsh plants grow in areas
that range in elevation from a few inches abovemean sea
level (maximum about 1 foot), to a few inches below— an
area definedby normal tidal range. Areas mapped asmarsh
generally include unvegetated peripheral zones of water
that lie between and immediately adjacent to the plant
communities.
Activeprocesses.— Marshes occupy areas of relatively low
physical energy— areas that are protected from large waves
and strong currents by adjacent grassflats, tidal flats,
shallow subaqueous sand flats and shoals, and natural and
man-made islands. The firmly rooted plants dampen cur-
rents that accompany periods of inundation and thus help
trap sedimentand inhibiterosion.
Vegetation/animals.—Spartina alterniflora generally
occurs in nearly monospecific stands; however, in some
areas it occurs with small amounts of other salt-marsh
plants such as saltwort(Batismaritima) and black mangrove
(Avicennia germinans).Very littleSpartina is eaten directly
by herbivores; instead the dead grass decomposes to small
detritus particles which are important in the overall food
web of the bay system. Fish, crabs, and shrimp live in the
shallow waters of the marsh and are preyed on by wading
birds and, indeeper waters,by larger sport fish.
Importance/special concerns.— Although Spartina
marshes comprise only a small portion of the study area,
the productivity of these marshes in terms of organic
matter produced per acre per year is higher than in any
other land- and water-resourceunit. Furthermore, thesesalt
marshes respond with vigorous growth to added nutrients,
removing excess nutrients which could cause disturbances
in other parts of the bay system. The marsh at the Port
Aransas sewage-treatment plant is an example.It has been
suggested that these marshes can act as natural tertiary
sewage-treatment plants if they are not overloaded.
Salt Marshes
-
Spartina AlternifloraSparse or Absent
General definition.— These marshes (fig. 11) consist
primarily of salt-marsh plants other than Spartina alterni-
flora. Typical plants include Monanthochloe littoralis
(shoregrass), Distich/is spicata (salt grass), Batis maritima
(saltwort), Salicornia spp. (glasswort), and Borrichia
frutescens (sea oxeye). Marsh plants in this map unit
generally occur slightly higher with respect to mean sea
level than Spartina alterniflora, although some overlapping
with higher zones of Spartina is common in Batis and
Salicornia plant communities.
Marshes defined by this land- and water-resource unit
occupy two rather distinct environmental settings on the
bay side of the islands: (1) large areas in and adjacent to
washover channels, wind-tidal flats, and vegetated barrier
flats and (2) smaller areas in relatively close contact with
Figure 11. Salt marsh composed primarily of shoregrass
(Monanthochloe littoralis), Mustang Island.
subaqueous environments such as grassflats and bay
margins.
Most of the marshes, typifying the latter category,
occupy areas on or near Shamrock Island. Many of the
linear marsh features originated from the accretionof local
sand beaches and shell berms. Accretionary berms on the
portion of Shamrock Island west of Shamrock Cove have
produced a ridge and swale topography where ridges
oriented northeast-southwestalong the easternextension of
the island arc around to a north-south orientation toward
the western reaches of the island. Roads run parallel to and
on top of the ridges. Along these elevated areas, much of
the vegetation is characteristic of vegetated barrier flats;
however, several varieties of plants such as salt cedar,
oleander, and other shrubs and tropical plants were
artificially introduced in the early 1900's (Writer's Round
Table, 1950). These types of vegetation are present in
relatively narrow zones along the crests of the relict beach
and berm ridges. The entire vegetated area on Shamrock
Island was mapped as a salt-marsh environment because of
the predominance of salt-marsh plants and because of
cartographic limitations.
Physical characteristics.— Salt marshes occupy
1,812 acres— much of which lies between the vegetated
barrier flats and wind-tidal flats. The largest single marsh
area,506 acres, is locatedbetweenthe fish pass and Corpus
Christi Pass. Elevations range from sea level to approxi-
mately 5 feet but are generally nearsea level.The sediment
in these marshes is predominantly fine-grained sandexcept
in areas underlain by local sand beaches and shell berms.
Here the sediment is much coarser because of large
quantities of shell material.
Active processes.— Marshes occurring in and adjacent to
washover areas are likely to be affected by storm tides,
waves, and currents. Marshes in more protected areas are
subject to inundationeither frequently (those areas in close
communication with subaqueous environments) or infre-
quently (those areas near vegetated barrier flats far
removed— several hundred feet from subaqueous environ-
ments). Where marshes are present northwest of and
adjacent to active dunes and sand blowouts, they are
subject to alterationby windblownsand.
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Figure 12. Subaqueous shoalgrass (Halodu/e wrightii) along the bay
side ofMustang Island in the vicinity of Coyote Island (pi.1 ).
Figure 13. Shell berms along the western edge of Shamrock Island.
Vegetation/animals.—See the general definition
paragraphs.
Importance/special concerns.— Many of the important
food chains in the bay system are supported by organic
detritus which is derived mainly from marshes, grassflats,
and stream discharge. When these marshes are flooded
because of tides or rainfall, they exportorganic detritusto
the bay; however, the amount exportedper acre is much
less than that from Spartina alterniflora marsh because of
loweroverallproductionand less frequent inundation.
Grassflats
General definition.— Grassflats are shallow subaqueous
flats containing moderate to dense growths of marine
grasses which provide a highly productive biological envi-
ronment (fig. 12). Locally, shallow subaqueous flats con-
taining only sparse stands of grasses are included on the
Land and Water Resources Map with adjacent, more
densely vegetatedgrassflats.
Physical characteristics.—Grassflats cover 6,034 acres,
which is 18.8 percent of the total mapped area. The most
extensive areas occur along the margin of Corpus Christi
Bay between Wilson's Cut and the East Flats and in Laguna
Madre. These grassflats are a large fraction of the total
grassflats in the Corpus Christi Bay system. The grasses
grow in water generally less than 6 feet deep.Substrates are
composedof sands and muddy sands.
Active processes.— Marine grasses generally grow in envi-
ronments which are protected to some extent from wave
energy. The vegetation tends to trap suspended sediments,
which alters the original sandy sediments. Currents and
waves resulting from strong and persistent winds, however,
occasionally stir up the flats, resulting in considerable
exportationof plantdebris that accumulatesalong the bay
margin. During a period of strong, persistent north winds,
substantial amounts of plant material derived from Halo-
dule grassflats east of Shamrock Cove were observed along
the northern margins of lee-bordering salt marshes and
vegetatedbarrier flats.
Vegetation/animals.--The most common grass is shoal-
grass (Ha/odu/e wrightii, previously known as Diplanthera
wrightii);some turtlegrass (Thallasia testudinum) is present
in deeper areas. Macroalgae are present in significant
quantities,such as the red alga Graciolariafolifera, and the
epiphytic algae which grow on the grass blades contribute
significantly to productivity. Grasses tend to become
dormant in the late fall and winter; the regrowth in the
spring coincides with the increase of fish populations.
Importance/special concerns.— Most of the important
sport and commercialfish inhabit thegrassflats as juveniles
and adults, and large numbers of ducks feed in grassflats
during the fall, winter, and early spring. A study in the
Laguna Madre showed that an acre of grassflat produces
about 137 pounds of fish per year (Hellier, 1962), mainly
mullet [Mugil cephalus), spotted seatrout (Cynoscion
nebulosus),and black drum (Pogoniascromis).
Grassflats also export large amounts of organic detritus
to other parts of the bay system. They are one of the
critical environments in the Coastal Zone and should be
protectedand managed wisely.
Local Sand Beaches and Shell Berms
Generaldefinition.— Reaches and shell berms(fig. 13) are
present on Mustang Island along the margins of Corpus
Christi Bay. The bay-margin beaches are somewhat similar
to those along the Gulf, but are thinner, lower energy
features, and contain much greater shell concentrations.
During storms, coarse shell debris is transported above
normal water levels formingstorm berms or aprons.
Sand beaches and shell berms are prominent features
along Shamrock Island. The island is a spit comprised of
many accretionary beaches and berms that give rise to
ridge-and-swale topography. Older beaches and berms have
become vegetated and stabilized, and are, therefore, map-
pedaccording to the dominant type of vegetation.
Physical characteristics.— Local sand beaches and shell
berms occupy 54 acres or 0.2percent of the total area.The
width of these unvegetated areas varies from a maximumof
500 feet (at Shamrock Point) to less than 10 feet.At many
locations the beaches and berms are too narrow to map
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separately and are included withadjacent resource units.
Active processes.— Beaches and berms are highly suscep-
tible to erosion, modification,and flooding during storms.
In addition, they may be modified extensively by waves
and currents that result from strong, persistent winds.
During the summer of 1974, near Shamrock Point, bay
wavesand currents driven by prevailing southeasterly winds
formed twosmallnorthward extendingspits thatare shown
on the Land and Water Resources Map (pi.1). Field
observations made during the fall of 1974 revealed that
these spits were no longer present. Waves and currents
produced by strong north winds and, perhaps, aided by
tidal currents from Corpus Christi Ship Channel had
redistributedthe sedimentformingsouthwardand eastward
extendingspits. Small spits and miniatureridges and swales
were observed along many of the beaches reflecting the
significance of littoraldrift in these areas.
Vegetation/animals.-Black skimmers (Rynchops nigra)
and snowy plovers (Charadrius alexandrinus) nest on these
beaches by scooping ashallow depressionin the sand.Many
of the shore birdsfound on theGulf beaches also feedhere.
Importance/special concerns.— Local sand beaches and
shell berms help buffer and dissipate bay wave and current
energy, provide important environmentsfor birds,and have
some recreational potential. In addition, these areas are
potential sources of sand and shell for local construction
purposes. Excavation and removal of excessive amounts of
material will probably upset natural sedimentdispersal and
wave and current energy dissipation processes, and, hence,
lead to erosion of bay shorelines. The major purpose of
mapping beaches and berms is to display unvegetated areas
that are subject to flooding and rather rapid, extensive
modificationby wind-and storm-drivenbay waters.
Bay-Margin Sand and Shoals
General definition.—Shallow subaqueous sands that are
subject to considerable erosion, transportation,and rede-
position are present along the margins of Corpus Christi
Bay (fig. 14). These highly mobile shoals and bars are
located primarily in areas that are subjected to relatively
intense wave and current activity often attendantwith the
passage of cold fronts. Much of the sediment in these sandy
deposits is derived from erosion of washover fans, tidal
deltas, ancient and recent substrates exposedalong the bay
margin, and spoil deposits. These relatively high-energy
zones in which winnowing and sorting of sediments are
important processes, are similar in some respects to the
upper shoreface on the Gulf side of the barrier island;as on
theshoreface, offshore sand bars arecommon.
Physical characteristics.— Bay-margin sand and shoals
(871acres) account for 2.7 percent of the total land- and
water-resource area. The width of this unit ranges from
more than 1,500 feet (south of the fish pass) to less than
50 feet (east of Shamrock Island). Water depths vary, but
the maximum is generally less than 6 feet belowmean sea
level. Locally, shallow sand shoals appear above sea level at
low tide.
Near the fish pass, more than 10 subparallel offshore
Figure 14. Bay margin sand and shoals along Mustang Island. The
lightcolored lines are subaqueous sand bars.
sandbars are present. In bayward areas, the sandbars are
relatively straight and continuous and generally parallel to
the present bay shoreline. Nearer the shoreline, the pattern
of bar orientation becomes more irregular and discontin-
uous, with bars arranged en echelon. This irregular pattern
is common in areas leading into tidal flats and dredged
channels. Bar heights range from about 0.5 feet to perhaps
1.5 feet (estimated), and the distance between bar crests
variesfrom less than 25 feetto asmuch as 100 feet.
Active processes.— Bay-margin sand and shoals reflect an
environment in which relatively intense wave and current
energy induces considerablemovement of sand, both back
and forth (perpendicular to the shoreline) and along shore.
Transportation and redistributionof sediment is especially
important in areas unprotected from onshore waves thatare
generated by north winds blowing over broad reaches of
Corpus Christi Bay. Wave refraction along shore is an
important part of the sedimentredistributionprocess.
Vegetation/animals.—Productivity in this environmentis
from phytoplankton, but there are local patches of shoal-
grass [Halodule wrightii) or turtlegrass (Tha/lasia test-
udinum). A large variety of animalsuse this environment,
including the blue crab (Callinectes sapidus), penaeid
shrimp, the lightning whelk (Busycon contrarium), spotted
seatrout (Cynoscion nebulosus), and other sport fish.
Wading birds such as the great blueheron (Ardeaherodias)
feed on fish and shrimp in the shallowerparts of the bay
margin sands.
Importance/specialconcerns.— The bayward-sloping sur-
face of the marginal sands helps to dissipate wave and
current energy which, in turn, lessens undercutting and
erosionof the bay shoreline.Man's activitiesmayoffset the
natural equilibrium that exists in these areas. Along
portions of Mustang Island, channels dredged through the
bay margin sand and shoals have apparently decreasedthe
capability of the shoals to dissipate wave and current
energy and haveacceleratedbay-shoreline erosion.
Man's activities are, in turn, affected by the natural
processes that are active in these areas. Extensive dredging
and spoil-disposal activities conducted in bay-margin sand
and shoal areas along the western side of Shamrock Island
are very distinct in 1956photographs. Photographs taken in
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1958 indicate that the dredged channels had beenpartially
filled, and disposedspoil was redistributedand couldnot be
easily defined. Hardly any trace of the channels and
disposed spoil can be discerned in 1969 photographs,
indicating that natural activeprocesses have beensuccessful
in restoring predredging conditions.
SubaerialSpoil andMade Land
General definition.— Subaerial environments that have
either been created or significantly altered by man's
activities are present at many locations in the Mustangand
north Padre Islands area. Subaerial spoil is generally
composed of sand, shell, and some clay;composition varies
depending on parent material. During canal and channel
dredging operations the spoil is piled on land or in
subaqueous environments forming subaerial mounds
(fig. 15a). The term "madeland" refers to thoseareas that
have been filled and graded or otherwise altered from a
natural state for development and industrial purposes
(fig. 15b). Much of the made land, of course, is composed
of spoil. Vegetated and unvegetated areas are included in
this unit.
Subaerial spoil deposits that have been partially re-
worked and redistributedby natural processes weremapped
as spoil except in areas where blue-green algal mats were
abundant (mapped as algal flats) or marsh vegetation was
present (mapped as salt marsh). Along Corpus Christi Ship
Channel, where spoil has been significantly reworkedand
the sediments dispersed into adjacent areas such as wind-
tidal flats, the boundary separating the two environments
(spoil and wind-tidal flats, for example) is more or less
arbitrary, but was generally drawn with reference to
changes in slope as indicated by photographic tone. In
addition, sequential aerial photographs were studied to
supplement identificationof spoil boundaries.
Physical characteristics.— Subaerial spoil and made land
cover 3,760 acres and comprise 11.7 percent of the total
area; it is the third largest resource unit, with only
vegetated barrier flats and grassflats surpassing it in areal
extent (table 1).
Spoil placed along the margins of dredged channels
commonly forms circular and elongate islands in sub-
aqueous environments and ridges and mounds on land
environments. At some locations, spoil deposits have
elevations in excess of 15 feet above mean sea level. Spoil
used as fill material for developmentpurposes is generally
graded and leveledat some specified elevation.
Active processes.— The degree to which subaerial spoil
and made land are affected by active processes partly
depends on vegetative cover, composition, location with
respect to other environments, and elevation. Unvegetated
spoil and made land composed of fine-grained sand are
easily eroded by wind.Spoil placed along dredgedcanals, in
washover areas, along bay margins, and in subaqueous
environmentsis subject to extensive erosion and redistribu-
tionby waves and currents, especially during storms. Spoil
disposed along the margins of a navigational channel
dredged through the East Flats underwent considerable
transportation and redepositioninto adjacentenvironments
Figure 15. (a) Subaerial vegetated spoil parallels navigation channel
dredged on north Mustang Island, (b) Made land along channel
dredged for recreational community development on north Padre
Island.
during Hurricane Celia.
Immediately southwest of the fish pass and Park
Road 53, substantial quantities of fine sand are transported
from disposed spoil by strong, dry north winds and
deposited in the bordering vegetation. The winnowing of
the fine material from the spoil left a pavement of shell
fragments.
Vegetation/animals.— Spoil banks show tremendousvari-
ation in plant variety and density depending on the age and
elevation of the spoil. Near the water'sedge, thevegetation
is composed of salt marsh plants, whereas at higher
elevations the spoil may be covered by plants that inhabit
the vegetated barrier flats. Spoil banks frequently are
significant as bird nesting areas; the types of birds present
depend on the vegetation and relative amount of isolation
from predators and humans. Several spoil islands in the
Corpus Christi Bay area are leased by the National
Audubon Society as sanctuariesfor birds such as the brown
pelican {Pelecanusoccidentalis), an endangered species.
Importance/special concerns.— Spoil composed of sand
and shell is commonly placed on suitable landenvironments
and stabilized to guard against redistribution by active
processes. Such activities can provide valuable elevatedland
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for development purposes. In addition, well-planned and
controlled alterations of noncritical environments can
provide important recreational land and protect wildlife.
Delineation of spoil and made land helps to illustrate the
extent to which man has changed the natural environment.
Spoil disposed along the IntracoastalWaterway and the
Corpus Christi Ship Channel accounts for approximately
705 acres and 1,025 acres, respectively. On north Padre
Island, made land and spoil resulting primarily from
recreational community development (including a golf
course) occupy about 1,390 acres. Recreationalcommunity
development, industrial development (petroleumexplora-
tion),and dredging of the fish pass on Mustang Island have
producedareas of made land and spoil equivalentto about
640 acres. It should be notedthat mostof the Port Aransas
area was mapped according to natural environments-
vegetated barrier flats and fore-island dunes— although the
land has been changed to varying degrees by community
development. This area was treated differently from north
Padre Island and other parts of Mustang Island where vast
areas have been changed in preparation for recreational-
community development; these areas weremapped as made
land. Figure C-1 (appendixC) displays developed areas of
Port Aransas where the natural environment has been
alteredand whichmay be classified as madeland.
Because of continuing recreational-community develop-
ment since June, 1974, the total area of spoil and made
land has increased. For example, at one development
located approximately 2.5 miles southwest of the corporate
boundary of Port Aransas, two separate areas of spoil
(pi. 1) are presently joined because of continued dredging
and spoil disposal. Similar operations have increased the
areal extent of spoil and made land on north Padre Island.
The high salinity of material dredged from bay environ-
ments generally inhibits the growth of vegetationuntil the
sediment has been adequately flushed by fresh water.
Special measures may be required to stabilize loose,
fine-grained material until it can establish and maintain
vegetation.DevelopersonnorthPadre Islandhave had some
success in stabilizing barren made land and subaerialspoil
by using native hay, cut and baled from nearby vegetated
barrier flats. The grasses are baled after seeds have been
produced but before they have been released from the
parent plant. The plant material is spread over the
construction site where it absorbs moisture and forms a
relatively dense mat that helps stabilize loosesanduntil the
native seeds sprout. This method has apparently been
effective in controllingsandmovement at windspeedsof up
to 50 mph (Padre Isles Development Corporation,personal
communications).
SUBAQUEOUS SPOIL
General definition.— ln many areas, spoil occurs in
subaqueous environments either as a result of initial
disposal operations or as a result of natural dispersal by
erosion/transportation processes or both (fig. 16). Most
subaqueous spoil in the Mustang and north Padre Islands
area fringes subaerial spoil that parallels dredged channels.
Figure 16. Subaqueous spoil along the margin of unvegetated
subaerial spoil south of the Corpus Christi Ship Channel. View is
toward the east.
In areas wheresubaqueousspoil has undergone considerable
redistribution and dispersion into adjacent environments,
such as subaqueous sand flats and bay-margin sand and
shoals, defining boundaries weredrawn with reference to:
(I)the original site of disposal as indicated by sequential
photographs, (2) the extent of redistributionand dispersal
as determinedby photographic tone, and (3) the nature of
adjacent environments. At some locations,suchas north of
Wilson's Cut, marine grasses (Ha/odu/e) have become
established on subaqueousspoil. These areas were mapped
as grassflats. Informationon theextentto whichspoil areas
have been reclaimed by marine grasses is presented in the
section on historicalmonitoring.
Physical characteristics.— Subaqueous spoil occupies
approximately 890 acres in the Mustang and north Padre
Islands area; it comprises 2.8 percent of the total area of
land and water resources. The most extensive occurrences
are along the Intracoastal Waterway (396 acres). Corpus
Christi Channel (216 acres), and in the Shamrock Island -
Wilson Cut area (109 acres). Like subaerial spoil and made
land, the composition of subaqueous spoil is variable—
generally consistingof sand, silt, shell, and clay.
Active processes.— Subaqueous spoil is susceptible to
extensive reworking by waves and currents that tend to
concentratecoarse material whilespreadingfiner sediments
into adjacent, low-energysubaqueousenvironments.Coarse
material concentrated along bay margins mayeventually be
tossed above sea level by storm waves forming local shell
berms and beaches.
Vegetation/animals.— Biologically, subaqueous spoil is
very similar to "bay-marginsand and shoals" with produc-
tivity mostly from phytoplankton and sparse marine
seagrasses; these areas are used by a wide variety of animals.
Importance/specialconcerns.— Althoughdisposal of spoil
in subaqueous environments is not recommendedbecause
of possible compartmentalization of natural environments,
restriction of natural water circulationpatterns,and distur-
bance of biologically productive areas, use of existing areas
of subaqueous spoil for developmental purposes is often
preferableto filling adjacentenvironments.
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Figure 17. (a) Fish pass (Water Exchange Pass), Mustang Island. View is bayward. (b) Navigation channels in a recreational community
development on Mustang Island.
Navigation Channels and Permanent Surface Water Bodies
General definition.— ln many areas of north Padre and
Mustang Islands, canals and channels havebeen dredged for
recreational,commercial, industrial, and biological purposes
(fig. 17a and b). These channels are generally narrow with
relatively straight boundaries.Of the natural water bodies
present, only those consideredpermanent areshown on the
Land and Water Resources Map (pi. 1), although many
ephemeral fresh-water ponds exist on the vegetated barrier
flats and in interdune depressions.
Physical characteristics.—Navigationchannels and perma-
nent surface-water bodies cover approximately 816 acres,
which is 2.5 percent of the total mapped area. This area
doesnot include the Gulf, Corpus Christi Bay, Intracoastal
Waterway or Corpus Christi Channel. Of the 816 acres,
recreational-community development in the north Padre
Island area accounts for 340 acres,oil and gas exploration
and development near Shamrock Island and on Mustang
Island are responsible for approximately 230 acres, and
recreational-community development on north Mustang
Island, including marinas at Port Aransas, accounts for
160 acres. The remaining area of approximately 85 acres
includes the fish pass and other smaller channels and water
bodies.
Depths of channels vary from less than 5 feet in some
recreational developments to more than 40 feet in the
Corpus Christi Ship Channel. Average depths at the center
of channels constructed and maintained in recreational-
community developments generally range from about 7 to
12 feet. Channels vary from less than 100 to more than
400feet wide.
Active processes.— Dredged channels can facilitatemove-
ment of storm waters, increasing the rate and extent of
flooding and erosion of adjacent barrier island environ-
ments. Bulkheads have recently been installed along por-
tions of the fish pass because of extensive bank erosion;
erosion rates have been particularly high at the bend in the
pass. A major hurricane has not madelandfall in the area
since the fish pass was constructed.Subaerial spoil placed
along the channel dredged through East Flats (North
Mustang Island) underwent considerable erosion during
Hurricane Celia.
Vegetation/animals.— Primary biologic production in
channels is mainly caused by phytoplankton, although
marine grasses may become established in shallow areas
(1 to 5 feet). Many fish, crabs, and shrimp found in the
bays also inhabit channels. In community development
channels, these include brown shrimp {Penaeus aztecus),
blue crabs (Ca/linectes sapidus), bay anchovy (Anchoa
mitchilli), and Atlantic croaker {Micropogon undulatus).
Importance/special concerns.— Channels which connect
the bay with the Gulf of Mexico, such as the fish pass and
Corpus Christi Ship Channel, serve the vital purpose of
providing a pathway for migration for adult organisms
which leave the bay to spawn and for juveniles whichenter
the bays to grow. In addition, many organisms more
characteristic of the nearshore Gulf are found in these
channels. Water-quality problems are not common in these
channels because the channels are dynamically flushed.
Channels in developments can provide habitat for
organisms if water-quality problems can be overcome.
Shrimp, crabs, and fish are generally found in canals, which
can provide a refuge from temperature extremes experi-
enced in grassflats or shallow bays. Unfortunately, most
developmentcanals in Florida and Texas have experienced
water-quality problems; the extent to which organisms
could make use of canals with better water quality is not
wellknown.
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Active Processes and Natural Hazards
The importance of active processes and natural hazards
in the Coastal Zone cannot be overemphasized. The
complex interactionof eolian processes, tropical stormsand
hurricanes, waves and longshore currents, tidal currents,
and subsidence and sea-level rise effect relatively rapidand
continuous change in the land and water resources of the
barrier islands. To understand these changes better, it is
helpful to focus on the active processes and naturalhazards
that induce them.
Eolation
Eolation is the work performed directly by the wind as
well as indirectly by wind-drivencurrents and waves. These
subjects have been briefly discussed under the topics of
dunes and wind-tidal flats,but the following comments are
included for continuity in the discussion of active
processes.
Dunes
The migration of sand dunes iscommon throughout the
area but is more important on north Padre Island than on
Mustang Island. Dune migration is probably due to a
combinationof several factors among which areclimateand
historical land use. Apparently the climatic changes from
dry subhumid toward semiarid conditions between
northern Mustang and Padre Islands are sufficient to cause
some differences in vegetative cover or at least to create a
critical situation whereby minor declines in rainfall cause
significant decreases in vegetative density. Coupled with the
long history of livestock (sheepand cattle) grazingon Padre
Island (Price and Gunter, 1943; Sheire, 1971) and grass
burning (Otteni and others, 1972), this climatic effect
accounts for major differences in dune activity at the
various locations.
Blowouts can be initiatednot onlyby dune devegetation
from wind erosion and drought but also by erosion from
storm waves. Salt-water flooding is also detrimental to
vegetation not tolerant of extensive exposure to high
salinity. Some blowouts and dune fields grow by migrating
across and burying back-islandvegetation;at the same time,
the blowout dunes are nourished by sand transported from
the beach and foredune area. Other blowout-dune areas
detached from the foredunes migrate as a unit with
revegetationat the rear margins.
Both aerial photograph and field observations indicate
that thedirection of net migrationof blowoutdunes is west
and northwest along the central Texas coast. This fact was
also substantiated by Boker (1956) who attributed the
direction of net dune migration to the resultant vector of
southeasterly and northerly winds. Dune migration of
about 75 feet per year and subsequent bay-shoreline pro-
gradation have been recorded on northern Padre Island
(Hunter and Dickinson, 1970) based on movement of
blowout-dune fields shown on aerial photographs in 1948
and 1967. Price (1971) reported dune-migration rates
ranging from 30 to 85 feet per year on northern Padre
Island.
Estimates of total sand volume stored in dunes on the
barrier islands have not been made but significant vertical
accretion has occurred as a result of eolian processes.Using
heuristic reasoning, one infers that initial accumulationof
wind-transported sand is rapid but that subsequent dune
growth is less rapid. Apparently, foredunes can be eroded
and rebuiltover a period of 10 to 20 years.Beach profiles,
field observations, and comparison of aerial photographs
attest to the rapidity of dune rebuilding. On Mustang
Island, vegetated dunes 3 to 7 feet high have formed in
front of the post-Carla (1961) wave-cut face of the
foredune ridge.Quantitativedata are lacking on the rates of
sand accumulationand dune growth; there are virtually no
data available covering extended periods of time. Otteni
and others (1972) provide some information on sand
accumulation from eolian processes. They demonstrated
that dunes ashigh as 7 feetcouldbe obtainedin 40months
on north Padre Island (south of the area covered by this
report). Total volume of sand accumulated at individual
stations over 4 years (June 1969 to May 1973) ranged from
6.89 to 1 6.92cubic yards per linear footof beach. Amean
value of 15.08 cubic yards per linear foot of beach was
obtained from stations spaced in a 1,200-foot test section
on north Padre Island. This area comprises about
18,000 cubic yards of sand that accumulated over slightly
more than 2 years (May 1970 to July 1972).
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Artificial methods used to trap sand on north Padre
Island also provide an estimate of eolian sand transport.
Volume of sand accumulated along picket fences over a
14-month period (March 1966 to May 1967) ranged from
7.0cubic yards to 13.7 cubicyards per linearfootof beach
(Gage, 1970).
It should be noted, however, that dune stabilization,
while appearing to be environmentally sound, can be
counterproductive and may havea definiteimpact on beach
steepness and erosion. This counterproductivity was
demonstrated on the North Carolinacoast whereartificially
nurtured vegetateddunes resisted storm-wave attackso well
that the normal exchangeof storedsand betweenthe dunes
and beach was eliminated; increased beach steepness and
beach erosion resulted from this stabilizationeffort (Dolan
and Godfrey,1973).
Wind Tide
Although wind tides are recognized as important agents
of flooding and sedimentation, fewdata onwind tideshave
been published for theTexas coast. The magnitudeof wind
tides is dependent on wind velocity, wind duration, water
depth, and length of fetch. Laboratory experiments by
Sibul and Johnson (1957) suggested thatbottom roughness,
as well as wind velocity, is responsible for higher water
levels setup in shallow water.Smith (1974) emphasized the
importance of meteorological effects on water levels in
Corpus Christi Bay. He also concluded that the tides inthe
bay are characteristically diurnal because the semidiurnal
tidal constituent is dampened by the Corpus Christi Ship
Channel.
Hurricane Winds
Wind is important in the development of hurricane
surge, but the most adverse attributes of wind are the
devastating force and near total destructionthat normally
accompany hurricanes. The destruction by hurricane wind
(greater than 74 mph) can come from tremendous gusts or
high sustained winds. Hurricanes are commonly accom-
panied by tornadoes that also cause considerabledamage.
Celia (1970) is an example of a hurricane that caused
more economicloss from wind damage than from flooding.
Hurricane Beulah was characterized by flooding from
aftermath rainfall butalmostequally important werethe 49
tornadoesassociated with thestorm.
Flooding
Extensive floodingof the central Texas coast is primarily
associated with hurricanes, whereas minor flooding is
commonly the result of abnormally high astronomicaltides
and/or windtides set up by persistent strongwinds.
Salt-Water Flooding
Salt-water flooding accompanies storm surge which is
the mound of water in front of and to the right of the
storm track. Storm surge depends on the interaction of
cyclonic wind circulation, astronomical tide, barometric
pressure, directionof storm approach,and forward speedof
the storm in relation to the coast. Shelf width and water
depth over which the storm travels also have a bearing on
Table 2. Maximum hurricane surge height greater than 5
feet. (Recorded atPort Aransas, 1919 to 1974.)
developmentof surge heights.
Rapid flooding occurs when the storm surge exhibits
seichelike characteristics. Examples of the rapid rise in
water level from such a storm surge were witnessed by
residents of Galveston in 1900 and Corpus Christi in 1919.
According to I.M. Cline, a trained observer of meteoro-
logical phenomena, water depth increased 4 feet in a few
seconds during the 1900 storm in Galveston (Dunn and
Miller, 1964).
Maximum storm surge recorded on the Texas coast was
22 feet which occurred in Matagorda Bay from Hurricane
Carla in 1961. Gulf beach high water elevations from Carla
along the central Texas coast,however, ranged from 8.9 to
9.3 feet (U.S. Army Corps Engineers, 1962). Other signifi-
cant storm surges were measured at Port Aransas (table 2).
Although not quite as severe as Carla, storm surge
associated with Hurricane Beulah also caused major flood-
ing along the central Texas coast. High water elevations in
the study area ranged from 6.7 to 9.4 feet.Approximately
80 percent of the area was flooded by Beulah with the
exceptionof north Padre Island whereabout 70 percent of
the area was inundated.
Beaches and other low-lying areas can be floodedfrom
distant storms, as shown by Shepard and Moore (1955,
p. 1,477) who photographed the flooding on north Padre
Island in response to a hurricane whichmade landfall east
of the Mississippi delta. Probably many other storms,
including the hurricanes of 1916 and 1933, have caused
considerable flooding of the barrier islands. At least these
records (table 2) provide some estimate of the frequency
and magnitude of major flooding of the central Texas coast.
Masch and others (1970) used synthetic hurricanes
generated by a computer model to evaluate expectedsurge
elevations on north Padre Island. Their model indicated
that a hurricanesurge of 11.7 feetcentered on Port Aransas
would produce a 7.9-foot surge on the bay side of Padre
Island at Packery Channel. These data were designed to
estimate the 1.0 percentprobability or 100-year storm.
Bodine (1969) used empirical data to determine the
frequency of a particular surge height during a 100-year
Surge Height
(feet) ReferenceDate
1919 11.5 Price (1956)
1933 5.0 Price (1956)
1945 9.0 Bodine (1969)
1961 9.3 U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (1962)
1967 9.4 U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (1968)
1970 9.2 U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (1971a)
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period. The graph for surge frequency on the open coast
near Port Aransas (Mustang Island) showed that a surge
height of 11feet can be expected once every century, a
surge height of 9 feet should occur 3 times each century,
and surge heights in excess of 4 feetshould occur 20 times
each century or about every 5 years. Obviously, these
figures are not meant to be used for predicting actual
reoccurrence but rather to relate the frequency of past
events and provide an estimate of future surge height. The
data clearly indicate that the central Texas coast is subject
to relatively frequent flooding from hurricanes. Coastal
residents are aware of the problem; however, developers
and prospective home owners should be aware of the
potential hazard from flooding.
Fresh-Water Flooding
Hurricanes commonly bring fresh-water flooding from
torrential rainfall. Hurricane Beulah is generally remem-
bered as a storm characterizedby fresh-waterflooding even
though there was considerable salt-water flooding asso-
ciated with the storm. Aftermath rainfall along the central
Texas coast ranged from 11 inches to 14 inches between
September 19 and September 26, 1967 (U.S. Army Corps
Engineers, 1968). Documentation of fresh-water flooding
from other storms similar to Beulah is difficult because of
the lack of sufficent data. At least one other storm in the
20th century caused noticeablefresh-water flooding.Price
(1956) reported that flood water from rain remained
ponded on Padre and Mustang Islands for about a week
following the October 1949 hurricane.
Because of the low relief and poorly defined surface
drainage in the area,rainfallat the rate of several inches per
hour or total rainfall of several inches or more accumulated
in a fewdays is sufficient to flood many areas.
Hurricane Washover
From hurricane records covering 85 years (1886 to
1970), Simpson and Lawrence (1971) calculated the
probability that a tropical cyclone will occur in any one
year for 50-mile segments of the UnitedStates coast.Their
data indicate that each year the central Texas coast has a
13-percent chance of being affected by some type of
tropical cyclone. The chances that a hurricane willstrike in
any given year is 7 percent, whereas the probability that a
greathurricane will occur in any given year is4 percent.
Hurricane landfallalong the central Texas coastoccurred
in 1934, 1936, 1970, and 1972, but other hurricanes with
landfall along other parts of the coast have had more
impact, notably the hurricanes of 1919, 1961 (Carla), and
1967 (Beulah).
Areas presently classified as active hurricane washover
channels and fans are Packery Channel, Newport Pass, and
Corpus Christi Pass. Surficial features, however, indicate
that numerous washovers were active during the geologic
past.
Both Andrews (1970) and Nordquist (1972) studied
hurricane washovers on San Jose Island, immediately north
of the study area. Nordquist concluded that the origin of
North Pass was related to themigration of Aransas Pass, the
drought of 1915 to 1918, and the hurricane of 1919. The
southern end of San Jose Island, between Aransas Pass
and North Pass, was extensively eroded during the
hurricane of 1919 (Price, 1956). Nordquist estimatedthat
6.3million cubic yards of sand were deposited as a
progradation of the washover fan into Aransas Bay. He
attributed subsequent accretion and progradation of the
washover fan to the numerous hurricanes that have caused
flooding in the North Pass area, notably the hurricanes in
the early 1930's and 19405. Apparently, the fan had
attained its present size and configuration by 1938. Minor
reworking of the margins and surface have occurred,
however, more recently from storm washover,notably from
hurricanes Carla, Beulah, and Celia. Frequent overwash
during the 13 years since Carla has left the NorthPass area
vulnerable to future washover.
Distinct physiographic features such as distributary
channels and eolian mounds characterize the older wash-
over channels on the Texas coast. In addition to being
relatively small in area, more recent and currently active
washovers exhibit barren surfaces marked by poorly
defineddistributary channels.
Packery Channel, NewportPass, and Corpus Christ! Pass
are not strictly classified as components of hurricane
washover fans in a geneticsense, although they arecertainly
subject to washover and flooding from higher than normal
tides. Past records indicate that these channels functioned
as tidal inlets, although they were oftenmodifiedby storms
and their activity was intermittent. The subaerial and
subaqueous sediments associated with these channels con-
sequently represent both tidal delta and washover-fan
deposits.
Waves and Longshore Currents
Observations of breaker height and longshore current
velocity on Mustang Island during the fall and winter of
1971-72 by Davis and Fox (1972) indicated that breaker
height is generallyless than4 feet withmeanbreaker height
being slightly more than 2 feet. The velocity of longshore
currents ranged between zero and 3.9 feet per second,and
averaged 0.38 feet per second and 0.79 feet per second
during the fall and winter, respectively. Although rip
currents develop along the central Texas coast during
moderate- to low-energy conditions, they are subordinate
coastalprocesses (Davis and Fox,1972).
It is generally recognized that basin configuration and
shoreline orientation plus the approach of wave trains
controlled by predominant wind direction produce south-
westerly littoral drift along the upper and central Texas
coast, whereas littoral drift is northerly along the lower
coast (Lohse, 1955). Apparently, the zone of convergence
is located near 27° N. latitude (Watson,1971), but seasonal
conditions can cause the convergence to shift up the coast
toward north Padre Island (Curray, 1960). Although the
directionof littoraldrift at any given timedepends on wind
direction (Watson and Behrens, 1970), the netdirection of
drift along the central Texas coast is southwesterly.This is
documented historically by the migration of Aransas Pass
and inlets in the Corpus ChristiPass - Packery Channel area.
Remote sensing techniques have also been used to docu-
ment the characteristics and southwestward direction of
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suspended sediment transport (Berryhill, 1969; Hunter,
1973).
Because of the seasonal reversals in direction of littoral
transport associated withchanging winddirection (Blanken-
ship, 1953; Kimsey and Temple, 1962, 1963; Watson and
Behrens, 1970; Hunter and others, 1974; Hill and others,
1975), net littoraldriftalong the central Texascoast is only
about 10 to 20 percent of thegross littoraldrift (Carothers
and Innis, 1962; Behrens and Watson, 1974). Gross littoral
drift in the vicinity of the Mustang Island fish pass from
July 1972 to June 1973, computed by Behrens and Watson
(1974), was about 1million cubic yards; net littoral drift
(southward) was from 39,250 to 85,200 cubic yards.
Tidal Currents
Under normal conditions, the tidal prism, tidal cycle,
and inlet cross-sectional area are major factors in deter-
mining tidal-currentvelocity. The bays of thecentral Texas
coast are large but shallow, and because the tidal range is
low (1.5 feet), the tidal prism is not great. Furthermore,
river discharge into the bays is normally minor, and thus
precludes the development of increased hydrostatic head.
In addition, the tidal cycle is generally diurnal, thus
allowing greater time for the exchange of water. Low
tidal-current velocities are the cumulative effect of these
factors in conjunction with thestable cross-sectionalarea of
the inlets.
Generally ebb velocities are slightly greater than flood
velocities through the major inlets such as Aransas Pass.
Current-velocity measurements at Aransas Pass in 1904
(U.S. Army Corps Engineers,1904) were2.37 and 2.51 feet
per second for flood and ebb flow, respectively. The
equivalent discharge at those velocities was approximately
39,500 cubic feet per second and 41,000 cubic feet per
second. Since these measurements were taken, the channel
at Aransas Pass has been deepened.Caldwell (1955) listed
the tidal-current velocity at Aransas Pass as 1.45 feet per
second. Most of the 173 current-velocity measurements
taken at Aransas Pass by Shepard and Moore (1955) were
less than 2.0 feet per second.
Tidal currents through Corpus Christi Pass prior to its
most recent shoaling showed stronger flood currents than
ebb currents. Davis and others (1973) reported that flood
velocities of about 1.8 feet per second were common,
whereas maximum ebb velocity was about 0.8 feet per
second. Maximum discharge measured during the same
study was 1,590 cubic feet persecond.
Ebb-current velocities can be significantly increased
under conditions that increase the volume of water trans-
ported out of the bays. Strong north wind tends to
concentrate water along the southern bay margins resulting
in greater hydrostatic head and higher ebb velocities.
Increases in volume of bay water can also be caused by
increased river discharge from fresh-water flooding.
Furthermore, storm-surge flood is followedby storm-surge
ebb (Hayes, 1967) which drains the flooded bay areas.
Runoff from both fresh-water and salt-water flooding
contributesto increasedebb-tidevelocities.
Because of the intermittent opening and closing of
Corpus Christi Pass, a fish pass was dredged across Mustang
Island to connect Corpus Christi Bay with theopen Gulf. In
the past, tidal inlets in the Corpus Christi Pass - Packery
Channel area served the same function naturally. The
inability of these tidal inlets to maintain tidal exchange for
extendedperiodsmay be partly causedby the deepening of
Aransas Pass (Collier and Hedgpeth, 1950; Price, 1952).
Detailed changes and adjustments in and around the fish
pass during its first year of operation havebeen studiedby
Defehr and Sorensen (1973) and by Behrens and Watson
(1974). Maximum discharge recorded at the fish pass was
about 4,000 cubic feet per second. Maximum tidal-current
velocitiesaveraged about 3 feet per second;however, most
of the measured flow velocities were less than 2 feet per
second.
Subsidence and Relative Sea-Level Rise
SEA-LEVEL RISE
Two factors of major importance relevant to land-sea
relationships along the central Texas coast are sea-level
changes and compactional subsidence. Shepard (1960)
discussed Holocene rise in sea level along the Texas coast
based on carbon-14 data. During historical time, relative
sea-level changes were deduced by monitoring mean sea
level as determined from tide observations and developing
trends basedon long-termmeasurements (Gutenberg,1933,
1941; Manner, 1949, 1951, 1954; Hicks and Shofnos,
1965; Hicks, 1968, 1972). This method,however,doesnot
distinguish between sea-level rise and land-surface subsi-
dence. More realistically, differentiationof these processes
or understanding their individual contributions, if bothare
operative, is an academic question; the problem is just as
real no matter what the cause. Unfortunately, the tide
records at Port Aransas are not of sufficient duration so
that a definitive statement can be made about relative
sea-level changes.
Shepard and Moore (1960) speculated that coastal
subsidence is probably an ongoing process augmented by
sedimentcompaction.More recentdata tend to support the
idea of land subsidencealong the Texascoast (Swanson and
Thurlow, 1973).
It should be noted, however, that through geologic time
the central Texas coast, as a region, has been situated over a
more stable and positive tectonic element, the San Marcos
arch, than have the adjacent areas that occupy the Rio
Grande embayment to the south and the East Texas
embayment to the northeast. Furthermore, stream gradi-
ents for the Guadalupe and Nueces Rivers suggest that
uplift has been greater in areas updip of the hingelineover
the San Marcos arch thanin adjacent areas.
Because Swahson and Thurlow(1973) were interested in
the subsidence component reflected in tide-levelvariations,
their data were intentionally adjusted so that thecontribu-
tion from sea-level rise would be eliminated from their
analysis. Nevertheless, tidal data gathered from numerous
coastal areas indicate that sea level continues to rise at the
rate of approximately 1 foot per century.
In the overall analysis, the balance between factors of
tectonic stability and sea-level rise would appear to favor




Historical monitoring is thedocumentationof changes in
natural boundariesand environmentsthat occurredthrough
recent historical time as indicated by comparison of
repetitive sequential mapping using aerial photographs or
other base data representing certain selected time intervals.
Because natural boundariesand environmentsin the Coastal
Zone are dynamic and continually changing,it is important
that such variability be recorded and understood (1)to
establishbaseline data for future monitoring, (2) to permit
some differentiation of natural as opposed to human-
induced changes, (3) to allow reasonable prediction of
future changes based on past events, and (4) to provide a
factual basis for assessing environmental impact of pro-
posedactivities.
Historical monitoring implies both a concept and a
technique which can be applied to a variety of natural
phenomena. In this particular study, however, the techni-
que has been restricted to natural boundaries and environ-
ments present along the central Texas coast, including
Mustang and northPadre Islands.
Changesin NaturalEnvironments: Mustang andNorth Padre Islands (1938-1974)
Between 1938 and 1974,significant changes occurredon
Mustang and north Padre Islands as a result of bothnatural
processes and human activities. The most obvious natural
changes include the establishment of vegetation on active
dunes and interdune areas to form extensive areas of
vegetated fore-island and back-island dunes and vegetated
barrier flats. The expansion of subaqueous grassflats into
areas of former wind-tidal flats and subaqueoussandshoals
was also a natural change. Significant modifications of the
natural environment as a result of industrial, commercial,
and residential developmentsare particularly obvious in the
Port Aransas - Harbor Island, Shamrock Island, and north
Padre Island areas.
Methodology
To evaluate changes in the natural environment, near
vertical aerial photographs and mosaics flown in 1938,
1956, and 1974 were used to prepare maps showing the
distribution of natural environments in 1938, 1956, and
1974 (fig. 18). (See pages 22 and 23.) The map for 1938
was prepared by tracing boundaries of each environment
directly from a photomosaic (scale 1:36,000) flown in
November 1938. Black-and-white photographs (scale
1:25,000) taken in January 1956 were used to produce the
map environmentsin 1956. The Land and Water Resources
Map (scale 1:24,000) was slightly modified and reduced to
a scale of 1:36,000 to produce the map of environments
during 1974. After the maps wereprepared,each at a scale
of approximately 1:36,000, the areal extent of the indi-
vidual map units on each of the three maps was determined
by planimeter. The descriptions of the changes in the
natural environment which follow are based on a compari-
son of these three maps and the planimeter data derived
from them.
Environmental MapUnits
The environmental units delineated on the maps for
1938, 1956, and 1974 (fig. 18) represent coastal environ-
ments that have been distinguished by characteristics such
as sediment size, type and amount of vegetation cover,
topographic relief, proximity to sea level, and depositional
process. Most of these units are the same as (or combina-
tions of) those units delineated on the Land and Water
Resources Map (pi. 1) and described in a previous section.
The areas mapped as salt marsh, however,on the map for
1974 include Spartina alterniflora marshes and a few
marshes where Spartina alteriflora is absent or sparse
(pi. 1). Moreover, in washover areas, additional map units
weredelineatedbecause of the emphasis onwashover versus
eolian processes.
Washover areas
Segments of Mustang Island that are breached or
overridden by storm tides and surges are called washover
areas. The major washoverarea on Mustang Island (Corpus
Christi Pass, NewportPass, and Packery Channel) comprises
what was previously a natural tidal inlet system that has
since been modified by storm washover. Commonly the
Gulf entrances of these inlets are closed by littoraldrift;
however, periodically they are reopenedby hurricanes and
other lesser storms.
Other washover areas occur both to the north andsouth
of the area described above.At the north end of the island,
older washover fans were already densely vegetated by
1938 and have been mapped as vegetated barrier flats.
Major units mapped in washoverareas are: (1) subaqueous
sandshoals and (2) subaerialsand flats.
Subaqueous sand shoals include shallow subtidal and
lower intertidal areas dominantly composed of sand.
Subaerial sand flats include upper intertidal and locally
vegetated supratidal areas also dominantly composed of
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Table 3. Areal extent of map units for north Mustang (Aransas Pass to Wilson's Cut), south Mustang (Wilson's Cut to
Corpus Christi Pass), and north Padre Islands for the years 1938, 1956, and 1974 (Nueces County, fig.6). (All values are





The areal extent of the individual map units in north
Mustang Island subarea (Aransas Pass to Wilson's Cut) is
tabulatedin table 3; changes in the arealextentof selected
map units between 1938 and 1974 are shown in figure 19.
area, the area! extentof the mapunits changed significantly
between 1938 and 1974 (fig. 19). The data reflect both
changes in the relative importance of natural processes and
the intensity of human activity. For example,the change in
the importance of eolian processes in the study area is
demonstrated by the fact that in 1938, 19 percent of the
total area was occupied by eolian landforms; however, by
1974 eolian landforms occupied only 2 percentof the total
area. Similarly the decreased influence of wind tides is
shown by the reduction of wind-tidalflats from 16 percent
of the total area in 1938 to 11percent of the area in 1974.
These changes in eolian landformsand wind-tidalflats were
largely compensated for by preferential floral succession
which respectively increased the vegetated dunes and
barrier flats and subaqueous grassflats from about 20 per-
cent and 7 percent in 1938 to 38 percent and 19 percent in
1974. Washover areas decreased from 15 percent and
16 percent of the totalarea in 1938 and 1956 to 11percent
of the area in 1974. Beaches on theGulf side of the islands
also decreased in areal extent as discussed in a previous
section.
The increased intensity of human activity between1938
and 1974 is reflected by the fact that spoil and made land
included about 4 percent of the area in 1938, but by 1974
almost 14 percent of the area was encompassed by spoil
and made land.
The relative geographic distribution of the map units is
largely predictable (fig. 2) because the map units are
genetically related by long-term ongoing processes. How-
ever, individual map units are not necessarily uniformly
distributed throughout the study area (table 3). For ex-
ample, between 1938 and 1974, activedunes and washover
areas were concentrated on southern Mustang and northern
Padre Islands, whereas wind-tidal flats were more wide-
spread on northern Mustang Island. Moreover, the areal
extent of individual map units (table 3) may change
significantly as a result of ongoing processes related to
tropical cyclones, climatic variations such as droughts,and,
in some instances, human activities. Changes in the areal
extent of the individual map units with timeare significant
because each surface unit has unique characteristics which
determine its capability for use. Thus, as the arealextent of
individual map units changes with time, the resource
capability of those geographicareas also changes.
The areal extent of the individual map units for 1938,
1956, and 1974 are tabulated in table3. Except for the
(1) sand beaches and shell berms and the (2) bay margin
sands and shoals, which together comprise 4 percent of the
sand. In both the subaqueous and the subaerial areas,
deposits of dominantly washover and/or tidal origin are
distinguished from those interpreted to be dominantly of
washover and/or eolian origin. The bayward accretion of
Mustang Island can be attributed primarily to washover
processes; eolian and tidal processes are of secondary
importance. Locally, subaqueous sands of washoverand/or
eolian origin on the bay side of the island have been
reworkedby waves and currents to produce subaerialsand
flats.
1938 1956 1974
North South North North South North North South North
Mustang Mustang Padre Total Mustang Mustang Padre Total Mustang Mustang Padre Total






















































Wind-tidal and tidal flats
Salt marsh
7.50 1.71 0 9.21
Xc
6.64 0.08 0 6.72
X
3.85 1.86 0.12 5.83
0.27
Grassflats 3.37 0.57 0b 3.94 1.73 0.83 1.41 3.97 4.80 2.90 2.76 10.46
Sand beaches and shell berm 0.34 0.08 0 0.42 0.43 0.04 0 0.47 0.24 0.08 0 0.32
Bay margin sand and shoal 0.50 0.84 0 1.34 0.61 1.08 0 1.69 0.53 0.99 0 1.52
Spoil, made land, and canals 2.02 0.39 0 2.41 3.98 0.91 1.63 6.52 3.17 1.54 3.19 7.9
Total area of units 22.56 16.27 10.91 49.74 22.73 16.89 15.26 54.87 20.63 16.78 17.71 55.12
aIncludes sands of washover, tidal delta,
and/or eolian origin.
Some grassflatareas may have existedin Laguna Madre,




Figure 18. Areal distribution of natural environments on Mustang andnorth Padre Islands (1938-1974).
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Figure 19. Changes in areal extent of selected environments for total area and by subarea (1938,1956, 1974)
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Between 1938 and 1956, thesouthward progradation of
subaerial spoil disposed along the south side of theCorpus
Christi Ship Channel significantly reduced the areal extent
of the adjacent wind-tidal flats and grassflats at the
northern end of Mustang Island. Although wind-tidalflats
were partly reestablished by 1974 in the areas previously
covered by spoil, their overall areal extent was reduced by
the tremendousexpansionof grassflats.
On the southeast side of Shamrock Island and along
Mustang Island to the east, grassflats were reduced in areal
extent between 1938 and 1956 by the dredging of canals
into grassflat areas and by the reworking of spoil derived
from the canals. Between 1956 and 1974, however, many
of the spoil areas were colonized by grassflats and salt
marshes. Moreover, on Mustang Island, grassflats extended
intoareas formerly occupied by wind-tidal flats.
In 1938, relatively minor active dune areas, oriented
perpendicular to the Gulf shoreline and probably origi-
nating in washovers locally disrupted the continuity of the
vegetated barrier flats along the Gulf side of the island. By
1956, the dune areas had become vegetated.
In summary, the most significant environmentalchanges
in the north Mustang Island subarea between 1938 and
1974 involved changes in the areal extent of wind-tidal
flats, grassflats, spoil and made land, active dunes, and
vegetated dunes and barrier flats (table3, fig. 19). Wind-
tidal flats, which occupied 33 percent of the total area in
1938 and 29 percent in 1956, occupied only 19 percent of
the area in 1974. The reductionin wind-tidalflats between
1938 and 1956 was mainly the result of increased human
activity which is reflected by the fact that spoil and made
land increased from 9 percent of the total area in 1938 to
18 percent in 1956. The evengreater decrease in wind-tidal
flats between 1956 and 1974 resulted from the spread of
grassflats into former wind-tidal flat areas. In 1938,
grassflats occupied 15 percentof the north Mustang subarea
but by 1956 their extent had been reduced to 8 percentof
the area because of increasedhuman activity. Subsequently,
grassflats spread and constituted 23percent of the north
Mustang Island subarea by 1974. Vegetated dunes and
barrier flats increased from 27 percent of the total area in
1938 to 36 percent of the total area in 1956.This reflects a
decrease in the area occupied by eolian landforms from
8percent to less than 1 percent of the area. The slight
decrease in the area occupied by vegetated dunes and
barrier flats between 1956 and 1974 resulted from in-
creasedhuman activity.
South Mustang Island
In 1938, 34 percent of south Mustang Island (Wilson's
Cut to Corpus Christi Pass) was occupied by active dunes.
One dune field, comprising 88 percent of the area occupied
by eolian landforms, extended parallel to the island trend
for a distance of approximately 4.6 miles. This active dune
field was at least partly nourished by a broad hurricane
washover area, approximately 1.7 miles wide, which inter-
rupted the vegetated fore-islanddunes. Between 1938 and
1974, expansion of vegetation, both bayward and parallel
to the fore-islanddune trend, gradually stabilizedthe active
dune fields. More specifically, between 1938 and 1956 the
vegetated dunes and barrier flats, which borderedthe dune
fields on their seaward side, increased from approximately
one-fourth of the width of the islandand 18 percent of the
south Mustang Island subarea to more than one-half of the
widthof the island and 36 percent of the subarea. By 1974,
the area mapped as vegetated dunes and barrier flats
occupied the entire width of the island and 48 percent of
the south Mustang Island subarea, and consequently active
eolian landforms were restricted to less than 1percent of
the area. The northeastwardand southwestwardexpansion
of vegetation between 1938 and 1974 reduced the broad
washover area that was present in 1938 to the narrowarea
now occupiedby the fish pass (fig. 18).
In both 1938 and 1974, wind-tidal flats extendedinto
the area occupied by stabilized vegetateddunes and barrier
flats. In 1956, however, the tidal flats were not developed
although tidal channels extended from Laguna Madre into
these sameareas.
In 1938, subaqueous sand shoals (presumably of tidal
delta, washover,and eolian origin) prevailed over grassflats
in Laguna Madre, immediately bayward of the active dune
field. By 1956, however, the grassflats in this part of
Laguna Madre had increased slightly at the expense of
subaqueous sand shoals from 3.5 percent of the south
Mustang Island subarea to 4 percent of the area. By 1974,
grassflats occupied the majority of this part of Laguna
Madre including 17 percent of the total south Mustang
Islandsubarea.
In summary, the most significant environmentalchanges
in the south Mustang Island subarea between 1938 and
1974 involved the decrease in active eolianlandforms from
34 percent to 0.02percent of the totalarea, and the spread
of vegetated dunes and barrier flats from 18 percent to
48 percent of the area. Furthermore, between 1956 and
1974, grassflats increased significantly from 5 percent to
17 percent of the south Mustang Island subarea. The
expansionof vegetateddunes and barrierflats and grassflats
resulted in a decrease in the area mapped as subaerial and
subaqueous washoverdeposits. Humanactivity increased in
the south Mustang Island area between 1938 and 1974, as
reflected by the increase in spoil and made land from
2 percent of the total area in 1938 to 9 percentof the area
in 1974. This increase in activity was considerably less than
that experiencedin the north Padre Island area during this
same time, however, and the total area which has been
modified by man is small compared to the modifications
experienced by both the north Padre and north Mustang
Island areas.
NorthPadre Island
The north Padre Island subarea extends from Corpus
Christi Pass on thenorth to the Nueces-KlebergCounty line
on the south.In 1938,47 percent of the north Padre Island
area was dominated by washover characterized by sub-
aqueous sand shoals and subaerial sand flats (29 percent)
and active dunes (18 percent); however, by 1974 eolian
landformshad become more restrictedin areal extentas the
result of the expansion of vegetation and occupied only
5 percent of the area. With the spread of vegetation,
vegetated dunes and barrier flats gradually expanded in
areal extent from 12 percent of the north Padre Island area
to 30 percent of thearea. In addition to thenatural changes
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in the environment, significant changes caused by human
activities are indicated by the dramaticincrease in spoil and
made land. In 1938, none of the north Padre area was
comprised of spoil and made land, whereas in 1974 it
comprised 18 percent of the area.
In the Corpus Christi and NewportPass washover areas,
subaerial sand flats of dominantly washover and/or tidal
origin accreted bayward between 1938 and 1956 at the
expense of subaqueous sand shoals. By 1974, these flats
had been locally cut by channels and inundated by bay
waters. Vegetative cover on the subaerial sand flats in-
creasedslightly between 1938 and 1974.
In 1938, a small area of coppicemounds occurredin the
washover area east of Packery Channel and southwest of
Newport Pass. The area occupied by the coppice mounds in
1938 may have been washedoverby the 5-footstorm surge
associated with the 1933 hurricane and most certainly was
washedover by the 11.5-foot surge (Price, 1956) associated
with the hurricane of 1919. The coppicemounds record the
first stage in the reestablishmentof dunes in the washed-
over area. By 1956, the coppice mounds had grown into
moderate-sizeddunes but had not yet formeda continuous
dune ridge. Dune growth in the area was terminated,
however,by community developmentin 1969.
In 1938, the area southwest of Packery Channel was
occupied by an extensive field of active dunes. By 1974,
the bayward expansion of vegetation had greatly reduced
the area of activedunes from 18percent of the north Padre
areato 5 percent of the area.
On the bay side of the active dune field, extensive
subaqueous sand shoals existed in 1938 which are attrib-
uted to washoverand eolian processes.The most bayward
extent of these sand shoals occurred opposite washover
channels incised through the active dune area. These
channels probably last transportedwashoversands from the
beach and dune area into Laguna Madre during the
hurricane of 1919 when a storm surge height of 11.5 feet
was reported (table 2). In addition to receiving washover
sands, the sand shoals probably also received eolian
contributions from the active dunes. The sands comprising
the subaqueous sand shoals were apparently locally re-
worked by wavesand currents during northers to form local
subaerial sand flats surrounded by subaqueous shoals.
Between 1938 and 1974, these subaerialsand flats grewin
size,and the shallow subaqueousareas on the island side of
the emergent areas were gradually filled in, perhaps mostly
by windblownsand derived from the active dune field. By
1974, part of the back-island area formerly occupied by
subaqueous sand shoals had become vegetated barrier flats
and thesite of commercialdevelopment.
In summary, the most significant environmentalchanges
in the north Padre Island subarea between 1938 and 1974,
which were similar to those which occurred in the south
Mustang Island area, involved the reduction in eolian
landforms from 19 percent to 5percent of the total area,
the spread of vegetated dunes and barrier flats from
12 percent to 30 percent of the totalarea,and the increase
in spoil and made land from oto 18 percent of the total
area. Furthermore, between 1938 and 1974, grassflats
increased from less than 1 percent of the totalarea in 1938
to 16percent of the total area in 1974. The increased
expansionof grassflats ispartly responsible for the decrease
in the area mapped as washover (16percent of the area in
1956 and 11percent of the area in 1974). The apparent
increase in theareal extentof washoverareas between1938
and 1956 results from incomplete mapping of the north
Padre area on the 1938 photographs.
Summary and Interpretationof Changes
The most significant and widespreadchanges (fig. 19) on
Mustang and north Padre Islands between 1938 and 1974
involved:
1. Reduction in the area occupiedby eolian landforms as a
result of the gradual stabilization of these areas by
vegetation.
2. The spread of subaqueousgrassflats into former areas of
wind-tidal flats (north Mustang Island) or into areas of
subaqueous sand shoals occurring in washover areas
(south Mustang and north Padre Islands).
3. Increase in the area occupied by spoil and made land.
particularly in the north Padre Island area.
The reduction in eolian landforms and the spread of
vegetation on Mustang and north Padre Islands between
1938 and 1974 apparently records a trend to return to a
condition last exhibited in the late 1800's. According to
Price and Gunter (1943), Padre Island was described as
"green as a garden" by the founderof the Kennedy Ranch;
the greenness disappearedsome time after 1870. Some of
the earliest depletion of the vegetational cover recorded
began during the droughts from 1880 to 1890 and 1895 to
1905; the denudation of vegetation apparently resulted
from a combination of bothdrought and overgrazing. Price
and Gunter (1943) suggested thatafter the drought periods,
increased grazing enhanced evaporation and runoff by
thinning the vegetative cover,and discouraged the return of
vegetation. Large areas on Padre Island were barren sand
and comparable to a desert until 1941. These areas were
presumably comparable to the large active dune fields on
south Mustang and north Padre Islands in 1938, which
comprised 34 percent and 18percent of these areas,respec-
tively. According to Price and Gunter (1943), some of the
depleted vegetational cover was repairedby the unprece-
dented rainy seasons of 1941 and 1942. In the study area,
this vegetational repair apparently continued until 1974,
despite intervening periods of drought (Lowry, 1959), and
has reduced the area of eolian activity on south Mustang
and north Padre Islands to 0.2 percent and 5 percent of
their respectiveareas.
The denudation of vegetative cover in the late 1800's
and early 1900's encouraged landward transport of sand by
storm surge and winds from the beaches and active dunes
into Laguna Madre which has filled rapidly since 1880
(Price and Gunter, 1943). In the study area, this lagoon-
ward transport and deposition of sand by washover and
eolian processes is apparent on the 1938 map as evidenced
in both the south Mustang and north Padre areas by
subaqueous sand shoals on thebay and lagoonwardsides of
active dune fields traversed by elongate washover areas.
Furthermore, much of the filling of the tidal pass area
between Mustang and Padre Islands apparently also oc-
curred during this same time. Sometime before 1916, the
channel between Padre and Mustang Islands was up to
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1 mile wide and 30 feetdeep (Writer's Round Table, 1950).
The 11.5-foot storm surge (Price, 1956) which accom-
panied the 1919 hurricane, not only washed over Padre
(Price and Gunter, 1943), San Jose (Writer's Round Table,
1950), and presumably Mustang Islands,butalso closed the
tidal-pass area. Since 1919, the tidal-pass area has been
alternately opened and closed (Writer's Round Table,
1950).
The rapid spread of subaqueousgrassflats between1956
and 1974 in the subaqueous sand shoal area lagoonward of
south Mustang Islandcould inpart reflect both vegetational
repair on the barrier island1 and less severe storm surge
resulting in decreased lagoonward transport and deposition
of sand derived from the adjacent dune fields. Such an
explanationdoes not account for thespread of subaqueous
grassflats in the north Mustang Island area. Here, grassflats
extended into areas formerly occupied by wind-tidalflats,
which suggests a rise inwaterlevel between1956 and 1974.
Continuous tide data at Galveston since 1904 indicate a
trendof sea-level rise or compactional subsidence(Morton,
1974). Any rise which apparently occurredbetween 1938
and 1956 at Port Aransas is not reflected by detectable
changes in the distribution of the environmentalmap units
in the study area. In fact, the extent of wind-tidal flats in
conjunction with the general appearance of the area in
1956 supports the idea that sea level was slightly lower
during the mid-19505.
The increase in human activity in the study area,
reflected by the increased area occupiedby spoil and made
land, generally resulted in the destruction of natural
environments. Locally, natural environments eventually
reoccupiedspoil areas from which they had formerly been
displaced. Moreover, in the north Mustang Island area,spoil
was partly colonized by salt marshes not previously present
in these areas before human modification of the natural
environment.
Shoreline Changes
Certain risks accompany ownership and developmentof
ocean front, lake front, or bayside property. Flooding and
shoreline erosion rank high among the risks involved. In
many areas worldwide, property owners have become
acutely interested in and painfully aware of shoreline
changes and attendant losses and gains in real estate. Thus
the increased developmentof waterfrontproperty necessi-
tates the historical documentation of these hazards and
presentation of the data as part of a public awareness
program which, hopefully, would minimize physical and
economic losses attributedto the natural hazards.
The technique of historical monitoring was used to
monitor erosion and accretion of the Gulf and bay
shorelines, as well as the fore-island vegetation line. The
general methods and procedures used by the Bureau of
Economic Geology in its historical shoreline monitoring
programare presentedin appendix A.
Late Quarternary Time
Significant changes in sea level have occurred along the
central Texas coast during the past 10,000 years (Shepard,
1956, 1960). Prominent ridge-and-swale topography from
abandoned beach ridges, visible on aerial photographs of
San Jose and Shamrock Islands attest to the fact that
accretion was predominant after sea level reached its
stillstand position about 3,000 years before present (BP).
Radiocarbon methods (Shepard,1956, 1960) provide dates
for the interpretation of sea-level positions prior to
stillstand.
According to Shepard (1956, 1960), barrier-islanddevel-
opment along the central Texas coast was initiatedabout
6,500 years ago. Vertical accretion of the barrier islands
attendant with sea-level rise was augmented by eolian
processes. Lateral accretion accompanied landward trans-
port of sediment from the inner shelf as well as shell and
sediment transported from the bottom of Corpus Christi
Bay. Progradation of the barrier island into Corpus Christi
Bay was associated with hurricane washover and eolian
processes.
During the past several hundred years, conditions that
promoted seaward and bayward accretion of the barrier
islands have been altered both naturally and more recently
to some extent by man. Consequently,sediment supply to
the Texas coast has diminished, and shoreline erosion is
generally prevalent.
Gulf Shoreline Changes
Changes between 1860 and 1964 along the Gulf shore-
line of Mustang and north Padre Islands were determined
by Morton and Pieper (1977) from the analysis of
measurements made at 22 arbitrary points (table4) spaced
5,000 feet apart along the base map (fig. 20). In general,
mapped shorelines indicate three periods of erosion
(1860-82 to 1937, 1958-59 to 1969-70, 1969-70 to 1974)
and one periodof accretion (1937 to 1958-59). A detailed
analysis of specific changes for these different periods is
presented by Morton and Pieper (1977); only the net
historic changes from 1860-82 to 1974 are treated in this
report.
Net historic change (1860-82 to 1974). -Hex shoreline
changes over the 92 to 107-year period we.re predominantly
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Table 4.Gulf shoreline changes (from Mortonand Pieper,1977).
accretion
"erosion
Figure 20. Locations of dune profiles and points of measurement for shoreline changes.
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7 - 100 - 1.4 - 50 - 2.3 - 50 - 4.5 -100 -22.2 - 300 - 2.8
8 - 125 - 1.8 - 25 - 1.2 - 75 - 6.8 -125 -27.8 - 350 - 3.3
9 - 175 - 2.5 +150 + 7.0 - 100 - 9.1 -125 -27.8 - 250 - 2.3
10 - 225 - 3.2 +175 + 8.1 - 25 - 2.3 -200 -44.4 - 275 - 2.6
11 - 200 - 2.9 + 75 + 3.5 -< 10 -< 1.0 -200 -44.4 - 325 - 3.0
12 - 125 - 1.8 +100 + 4.6 - 25 - 2.3 -200 -44.4 - 250 - 2.3
13 - 100 - 1.4 +100 + 4.6 0 0 -225 -50.0 - 225 - 2.1
14 - 75 - 1.1 +100 + 4.6 +< 10 +<1.0 -225 -50.0 - 200 - 1.9

























































22 - 450 - 8.2 + 25 + 1.1 0 0 - 75 -16.7 - 500 - 5.4
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erosional. As indicated by the data in table 4, net erosion
was recorded at 18 points, whereas net accretion was
recordedatonly 4 points.
Specifically, net accretion occurred between points 1
and 3 as a result of inlet migration and concomitant
outbuilding of the north end of Mustang Island. Further-
more, construction of the jetties at Aransas Pass promoted
additional shoreline accretion by entrapment of sediment.
Net accretion of 425 feet at point 21 was associated with
the closing of Packery Channel. Net erosion for the study
area ranged from 75 to 500 feet; averagenet erosion was
about 245 feet. At most points, the net rate of change was
relatively low, less than 3 feet per year. But obviously
short-term changes occurred atmuch higher rates where the
shoreline experienced both accretion and erosion. A dis-
turbing fact is the erosional trend established after 1958
which continued up to1974.
BAYSHORELINE CHANGES
Bay Shoreline Changes:Definition of Bay Shoreline Study Area
The Gulf shoreline appearing on the early topographic
charts published by the U.S. Coast Survey represents the
mean high-water line which has been defined as "the
average height of all the high waters at the place over a
considerable period of time" and does not include storm
tides (Shalowitz, 1964,p. 174).
There are serious difficulties in applying this definition
along bay shorelines because of extant marshes, wind-tidal
flats, and gently sloping sandy shoals that preclude the
precise location of the high-water line. Marshes may be in
various stages of growth— from young and mostly sub-
merged to more developed and subaerially exposed. The
early coastal surveyors solved this problem as describedby
Shalowitz(1964, p.177).
In surveying such areas, the Bureau has not deemed it
necessary to determinethe actualhigh water line,but
rather the outer or seawardedge of themarsh, which
to the navigator would be the dividing line between
land and water.
The same procedure has been followed in marshy areas
mapped on aerial photographs for the present study. In
wind-tidal flat areas, the bay shoreline was definedas the
outer or baywardedge of the wind-tidalflat.
In this manner, those areas that are inundated only by
wind tides are included as part of the barrier system, and
apparent erosion causedby windtidesare not consideredin
shoreline-trendcalculations.
In areas where sandy beaches and bermsoccur, the bay
shoreline was determined on the same basis as Gulf
shorelines. In every case, care was taken to ensure that the
samecriteria were used at each locality for determining the
bay shoreline position on each succeeding set of photo-
graphs or maps.
Bay shoreline changes between 1867 and 1974 were
studied in detail for two major sections of Mustang Island
(fig. 20). The areas chosen are continuous stretches of the
island that have an easily recognized and delineated
shoreline. This choice, in effect, excludes most wind-tidal
flats and marshy areas where the bay shoreline varies with
changes in subaqueousshoals and marsh vegetation.
The first area of study is Shamrock Island (points 1
through 11)— a spitprojecting into Corpus Christi Bay along
north Mustang Island. Historical monitoring data were
determined by measurements at 11stations spaced
1,500 feet apart along the map of the present shoreline.
The second area of study is south Mustang Island where
stations (12 through 19) were located at 5,000-foot
intervals.
1867 to 1937.-Between 1867 and 1937, stations 1
through 7 on Shamrock Island experienced erosion that
ranged from 25 to 290 feet (table 5). Incontrast, accretion
increased from 50 feet at point 8 to 600 feet at point 10.
The bay shoreline at point 11 remained relatively
unchanged.
The pattern of erosion near the north and concomitant
accretion farther south can be related to the north-south
wind-generated currents within Corpus Christi Bay. Sedi-
ment eroded from northern Shamrock Island was sub-
sequently deposited near the southern tip of the island.
Apparently very little change occurred in the Shamrock
Cove area during this timeperiod.
During this same time period, points 15 through 19
experienced accretion, and points12 through 14 experi-
enced erosion. Accretionbetweenstations15 and 19 can be
attributed to the bayward migration of devegetatedsand
dunes that were active during the late 1800's and early
1900's. The prevailing southeasterly wind causedmigration
of the dunes across the island and into Laguna Madre and
Corpus Christi Bay. This process of bay shoreline accretion
due to eolian transportof sand has been well documented
in Texas by Price and Gunter (1943), Fisk (1959), and
more recently by Hunter and Dickinson (1970) whostated
that portions of north Padre Island advanced an average of
700 feet into Laguna Madre between1948 and 1967.
Price and Gunter (1943) reported that hurricane wash-
overmay also havecontributedto devegetationin thenorth
Padre Island area. In 1942, parts of north Padre had "no
grass" because of severe salt-water flooding in 1933. This
same storm also opened up present-day Packery and
Newport Channels. Since that time, however, the southern
portions of Mustang Islandhave been revegetated,and the
westwardmovementof sandhas been greatly decreased.
The shoreline segment between points 12 and 14 was
north of the active dune field of the previous segment and
bayward of a wind-tidal-flat area. Currents created by
strong northerly winds blowing across Corpus Christi Bay
probably contributed to erosion along this segment of the
bay shoreline whichreceivedlittleadditionalsedimentfrom
either the barrier island to the east or Shamrock Cove to
the north.
1937 to 1958.-Bay shorelinechanges between1937 and
1958 were dominated by accretion and equilibrium.
Anomalous erosion occurred at point 15 and the shoreline
remained unchanged at points 13 and 18. Accretion at the
other points ranged from 100 to 1,150 feet;however,most
points experiencedaccretion of 100 to 300 feet.
Some of this accretion can be attributedto dredging and
channelling activities which occurred in the vicinity of
Shamrock Island in the mid-19505. Spoil was deposited at
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stations 1, 2, 9, and 11, and additionalsedimentsuspended
by the dredging activities may have contributed to accre-
tion at other points. A pronounced altering of Shamrock
Cove because of dredging occurred during this period.
The widespread accretion between 1937 and 1958 was
not restricted to the Mustang and Shamrock Island areas
but occurred on the Gulf shoreline also. Some of the bay
shoreline accretion can be attributedto placementof spoil,
but this does not account for all the accretion nor for its
widespreadand relatively consistent nature.
There are several possible explanations for a period of
general accretion such as the one experienced along the
central Texas coast between 1930 and 1958. An influx of
additionalsedimentinto the area from a nearby source such
as a river could produce such an effect. In the Mustang
Island area, however, no new sediment sources are appar-.
ent; in fact, recent increases in the amount of erosion on
Mustang and San Jose Islands suggest that the amount of
sand available is actually decreasing. It is also unlikely that
any new influxof sedimentcouldaffect such widely spaced
areas in such a similarmanner.
Another explanation for the anomalous accretion would
be unusual meteorological conditions. Strong southeast
winds could blow water away from the bay shoreline and
produce an apparent accretion. However, these winds
wouldnot account for the observableaccretiononboth the
Gulf and bay shorelines (as is the case).
Perhaps the most likely explanation is that the apparent
accretion during this period is partly caused by a regional
lowering of sea level. If sea level were lower, it would
appear as if accretion had occurred on both the Gulf and
bay shorelines.
A relative sea-levelcurve for Galveston, Texas, (fig. 21)
shows a relatively lower sea level in the mid-19505. This
curve is for Galveston, Texas, wheresignificant subsidence
has occurred since the 19405. On Mustang Island, a similar
lowering of sea level with essentially no subsidence could
produce apparent changes in the Gulf and bay shorelines.
This sea-level lowering during the 1950's is therefore
postulated as a mechanism to account in part for the
accretionary trend shown during the period 1937-1958.
1958 to 1974.-Between 1958 and 1974, all stations
experienced erosion, with the exception of station 15
where accretion occurred. Station 18 is located on a
wind-tidal flat bordering on sandy subaqueous shoals in
shallow Laguna Madre, where shifting sand and variable
tidal ranges in Laguna Madre could account for this
accretion. The erosion experienced at the other localities
may be partly caused by a general rise in sea level following
the low period in the mid-19505. Human activities also
contributed to the erosion. This is particularly evident at
station 7, which is adjacent to a dredging operation
completed in the mid-19505.The subsequent slumping and
erosion of unconsolidated spoil piles has contributed to a
net loss of shoreline at this point. Southerly longshore
currents within the bay added to the erosionas they carried
sediment away, whereas no new sediment was brought in
except locally at the bayward termination of the fish pass.
Specific changes in the bay shoreline attributed to opera-
tion of the fish pass werediscussedby Behrensand Watson
(1974).
Examination of aerial photographs indicates that Sham-
rock Island was breached at stations 5 and 6 sometime
between 1969 and 1971. This probably occurred during
Hurricane Celia in 1970. The currents flowing through the
breachbuilt a southward-projectingspit atstation4.
Net historic changes (1867 to 1974).— The net changes
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3 - 110 1.6 + 290 +13.8 - 325 -20.3 - 145 1.4










7 - 175 2.5 + 175 + 8.3 - 400 - 25.0 - 400 - 3.7
8 + 50 +< 1.0 + 100 + 4.8 - 310 - 19.4 - 160 1.5
9 + 280 + 4.0 + 100 + 4.8 - 380 -23.7 0 0
10 + 600 + 8.6 + 175 + 8.3 - 175 -10.9 + 600 + 5.6
11 0 0 +1150 +54.8 - 340 -21.2 + 810 + 7.6
12 - 425 6.1 + 700 +33.3 - 425 -26.6 - 150 1.4





15.0 + 450 +21.4
- 900 -56.2 - 1500 - 14.0
15 + 225 + 3.2
- 25 - 1.2 - 175 -10.9 + 25 +< 1.0
16 + 550 + 7.9 + 300 +14.3
- 600 -37.5 + 250 + 2.3
17 +1750 + 25.0 + 600 +28.6 - 800 - 50.0 +1550 + 14.5
18 +1925 + 27.5 0 0 + 125 + 7.8 +2050 + 19.2
19 + 575 + 8.2 + 225 +10.7 - 180 -11.2 + 620 + 5.8
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Figure 21. Relative sea-level changes
based on tide gage measurements




occurred atstations 1 through 8; the island was breachedat
stations 5 and 6, and net accretion was recordedatstations
10 and 11. Station 9, which exhibited no net change,
represents the inflection point or demarcation from net
erosion to net accretion. This reversal in trend along the
bay shoreline is caused by the erosion of sediment from
north Shamrock Island and deposition at the tip of the
island,extending the tip by spit accretion.
Net erosion was also recordedat stations12 through 14,
whereas net accretion occurred at points 15 through 19.
The net accretion at stations 15 through 19 is mostly
attributed to the gradual extension of the shoreline into
Laguna Madre by washoversand windblownsand;however,
the eolian transport has practically been eliminated in
recent years.
Except for unusual circumstances such as the eolian
activity and the apparent secular variation in sea level, the
data indicate that bay shoreline erosion will probably
continue, especially from point 1 to point9 and between
points 12 and 17. Erosion is anticipated in these areas
because of the fetch across Corpus Christi Bay and the
shoreline orientation and the wind direction during winter
storms. Furthermore, the narrow bay-margin platform
permits greater wave energy along these segments of the
bay shoreline. Perhaps another factor contributing to the
erosion is the disruption of the shallow subaqueous
sandbars that parallel the bay shoreline. The continuity of
these bars was eliminated by dredging of drilling-barge
locations during oil fielddevelopment. The sandbars serve
as a transport mechanism for the onshore-offshore and
alongshore movement of sediment. Because eliminationor
terminationof the barsprevents or greatly retards sediment
transport along the bay shoreline, such activities may
translate to increasederosion.
Changes inPosition of Vegetation Line
Changes in the Gulf vegetation line are considered
independently from shoreline changes because, in many
instances, the nature of change and rate of shoreline and
vegetation line shouldnot beviewed as a coupletwith fixed
horizontal distance; this is illustrated in figure 22. Although
response of the shoreline and vegetation line to long-term
changes is similar, a certain amount of independence is
exhibited by the vegetation line because it reacts to a
different set of processes than does the shoreline. Further-
more, documentationof changes in vegetation line for this
particular study draws on comparison of more aerial
photographs than does documentationof shoreline changes
(appendix B).
Accurate information on position of vegetation line is
available neither for the middle 1800's nor for the early
1900's. Therefore, accounts of changes in vegetation line
are restricted to the time period coveredby aerial photo-
graphs (1937-1974). In general, each period monitored
presented a different picture of change as one period of
advancement (1937 to 1958-59), one period of retreat
(1958-59 to 1969-70), and one periodof bothadvancement
and retreat (1967-70 to 1974) wererecorded. As with the
Gulf shoreline changes, only net changes are discussed in
this report. A much more detailed treatment of change in
the vegetation line is presented by Morton and Pieper
(1976).
Net Historic Change
Net changes in vegetation line were calculated as they
were for shoreline changes. It should be emphasized that
shifts in vegetation line are related primarily to stormsand
recovery during intervening years.Nonetheless, the general
trend of change in vegetation line has been net accretion
primarily because of the advances that occurred between
1937 and 1958-59. The 1958-59 vegetation line occupied
the most seaward position at thegreatestnumberof points
monitored.Except for net retreat of 175 feet at point 13,
all points experiencednet accretion on Mustang and north
Padre Islands. Net accretion ranged from 25 to 2,300 feet.
Greater amounts were between points 1 and 3 (table 6)
where the shoreline accreted as well as in revegetated
washover and blowout areas. Net accretion in areas unaf-
fected by such drasticchanges was 250 feetor less.
In general, the long-term change in position of the
vegetation line is similar to that of the shoreline. Short-
term changes in position of the vegetation line, however,
reflect climatic conditions and occur independently of
shoreline changes. Thus, the horizontal separation be-
tween shoreline and vegetation line displays short-term
variation (fig. 22).
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Table6. Vegetation-line changes (from Morton and Pieper, 1977).
advancement
retreat
Figure 22. Relative changes inposition of shoreline and vegetation line at selected locations (from Morton and Pieper,1977)
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DuneCriticality
The Texas coast is struck by a hurricane an average of
once every 1.5 years (Hayes, 1967), and it is primarily the
beach and dunes that provide protection for back-island
areas from the full force of storm surge, waveaction, and
flooding. With the increased developmentof Texas coastal
barriers and, in particular, the prime beach-dune area, a
needhas developedto examine the importance of thedunes
in storm protection.
The purposes of this study are (1) to review the factors
that are critical to the maintenance of protective dunes
along coastal barrier islands, (2) to describe the various
dune types present on these barriers, (3) to consider their
functional relationship in responding to the forces of
nature, particularly storms, and (4) to describe the relative
importance of each dune type in protecting both the
natural coastal system and man's barrier-island develop-
ments within that system. By considering the natural
processes at work in the Coastal Zone, it is possible to
determine how best to develop the coast and at the same
time minimize the dangerous and costly confrontations
between man and thesea thatso often occur.
Sand Dune ProtectionBill
In 1973, the 63d Texas Legislature passed a landmark
Sand Dune ProtectionBill (Senate Bill 268) (General Land
Office of Texas and Texas Coastal and Marine Council,
1974). With this legislation, it was recognized that both
natural and artificial vegetated sand dunes protect the
barrier island and peninsulas of Texas from storm waves
and waters and that both developments and recreational
vehicles have been detrimental to the well-being of these
dunes. The act provided that the commissioners of any
county north of the Mansfield Ship Channel may establisha
sand dune protection line. Maximum extent of the dune
protection line is limited to 1,000 feet landward of the
mean high-water line. For the purpose of delineating areas
with different restrictions, the bill divides the coast into
three segments. On the upper coast (Sabine Pass to Aransas
Pass), removal of dune sand or destruction of dune
vegetation requires a permit. Between Aransas Pass and
Mansfield Channel, dunes are protected to the extent that
reduction in elevation below that shown on the special
flood-hazard map prepared by the Federal Insurance
Administration is prohibited. Activities which would
destroy the vegetation requirea permit as wellas provisions
for dune stabilization.Operation of recreational vehicleson
dunes seaward of thedune protection line is also prohibited
in both areas. The bill does not apply south of Mansfield
Channel.
Permits are granted after evaluation of applications
indicates that the function of the dunes would not be
weakened. Activities not covered by the bill include
(1) livestock grazing, (2) oil and gas production, and
(3) recreational activity other than that relating to recrea-
tional vehicles.
The General Land Office of Texas is charged with the
responsibility of delineating critical dune areas related to
the protection of State land. Nueces County, the first
county to establish a dune-protection line under this bill,
chose to include the entire area 1,000 feet landwardfrom
meanhigh water.
Previous Work
Several experimental studies have recently been com-
pleted on sand dunes of the Texas coast. Gage (1970) used
picket snow fencing and old car bodies in an attempt to
build artificial dunes in a washover complex on south
Mustang Island and on Galveston Island adjacent to San
Luis Pass. The experiment was moderately successful in
trapping sand, but the incipient dunes were washedaway
by Hurricane Beulah (1967) and an unusual Gulf storm in
February of 1969.
A comprehensive reporton a 5-year study of methodsfor
the use of beach grassto constructandstabilizeforeduneson
the Texas Gulf Coast has recently been completed by the
Gulf Universities Research Consortium (Dahl and others,
1974). The bestresults wereobtainedby transplantingbitter
panicum andseaoatsonto the backbeach,where theseplants
trappedandstabilizedmovingsand.
Barrier Types and Their Response To Storms
For the purpose of comparing Mustang and northPadre
Islands to other barriers, it is useful to consider two end
members in thespectrum of modern barrier types, based on
their response to storms. Because these barrier types
respond differently to storms, they shouldnot be managed
or developedin thesame manner.
The first end member is the high-profile island (fig.23)
characterizedby elevationsof greater than 10 feet and one
or more well-developed,continuous fore-islanddune ridge.
Commonly, there are smaller discontinuous hummocky
foredunes seaward of the first dune ridge and smaller wind
shadow or coppice dunes on the back beach seaward of the
hummocky foredunes. The height and continuity of these
dunes prohibit overwash from flowing randomly across the
island, but restrict it to relatively narrow and permanent
washover sites that are reopenedby storms. Where there is
sufficient rainfall, the protectedback-island areabehind the
dunes becomes densely vegetated and is generally flooded
only from the bay side of the island during the ebb surge
following hurricanes.
The low-profile island (fig. 23) is characterized by
elevations of less than 10 feet and normally consists of low
coppice mounds and discontinuous fore-islanddunes. These
discontinuous dunes allow storm surge to pass across the
island by flowing in and around the scattered dunes like
water rushing through a maze. These washovers may form
coalescing fan systems along the backside of the islands,
and each new storm adds more sediment to theolder fans.
Overwash is not necessarily restricted to thesame pathway
during each storm, but it often inundates large areas of the
island. Godfrey and Godfrey (1973) discussed the diffi-
culties encountered in North Carolina when the limitations
in developing a low-profile island werenot recognized.
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Figure 23. Generalized diagram of high- and low-profile barrier
islands typical of Mustang/North Padre and Central/South Padre,
respectively.
Mustang andNorth Padre Islands:DuneTypes and FunctionalRelationships
Dune Typesand
Functional Relationships
Mustang and Padre Islands are high-profile islands with
high fore-island dune ridges that extend almost the length
of the islands. Inhistoric time,Mustang Island has not been
breached by washover where the dune ridge is present;
however. Corpus Christi Pass, Newport Pass, and Packery
Channel are frequently openedby storms.
To understand the protective role that dunes play, it is
necessary to consider their function in response to storms.
Hurricanes and major stormsprobably produce the greatest
and most sudden changes in the coastline, and thegreatest
geologic effects of hurricanes are caused by wind-driven
waves and storm surge (Hayes, 1967). A cubic yard of
water weighs about three-fourths of a ton, and a breaking
wave may move forward at speed as great as 50 to 60 mph
(Dunn and Miller, 1964). The erosive effects of wavescan
be greatly increased when they ride the crest of a large
storm surge because increased water elevations subject
greater portionsof the islandto wave action.
It is important to note, when considering the effects
these processes have on the coast, that the Coastal Zone is a
complex system of interrelated environments. No one
environment can be altered without affecting adjacent
environments. For example, a groin built perpendicular to
the beach can cause a sand deficiency on the beach which
in turn, could also affect the dunes. Likewise, no single
environment can be studied without considering its rela-
tionship to the surrounding environments.
An idealized profile of Mustang Island illustrates the
various dune types and their distribution (fig. 2). There are
six major dune types present in the study area: (1) low,
unvegetated or sparsely vegetated coppice mounds,
(2) hummocky, discontinuous vegetated fore-islanddunes,
(3) a continuous vegetatedfore-islanddune ridge,(4) active
dunes and blowouts, (5) stable blowouts, and (6) back-
island dunes. Discontinuous and continuous fore-island
dunes (pi. 1) have been grouped as one unit, but for the
purpose of this discussion of the function of the different
dune types, they are consideredseparately.
In the idealizedprofile, the upper shoreface rises gently
to the forebeach, which is a seaward-sloping transition
between the land andthe sea. The back beach is commonly
the site of low, unvegetated or sparsely vegetated coppice
mounds or wind-shadowdunes.
Coppice dunes represent the initial stage of dune
accretion and are a source of sand that can be exchanged
with the beach during storms. They form by accumulation
of sand on the downwind side of vegetationor othersmall
irregularities on the beach. In their later stages of develop-
ment, they may becomemorevegetated and stabilized.
Discontinuous vegetatedfore-is/and dunes are common
behind the coppice dune area, and in front of the first
foredune ridge. On northern Mustang Island, they reach
heights of 15 feet abovesea level.
During storms, steep plunging waves erode the upper
beach, coppice mounds, and discontinuous foredunes,
transporting the sand in a seawarddirection.The net effect
is to produce a broad hurricane beach. In this way, the
storm-wave energy is dissipated over a large area, and the
erosive energy focused on any one spot is decreased.The
dunes become flattened, but the sand is merely movedout
onto the beach and shoreface to compensate for the
increased wave heights and energy. The discontinuous,
hummocky foredunes also dissipate wave and current
energy by offering resistanceto the flow of water across the
area betweenthe beach and foredune ridge. Given the right
conditions, these dunes willbuild back after thestorm.
The continuousfore-islandduneridge on Mustang Island
rises sharply from the hummocky foredune zone. This
seaward-facing wave-cut cliff is a remnant from past
hurricanes with surge heights capable of eroding the ridge.
The continuous dune ridge also serves as a barrier toblock
storm surge and prevent it from washing onto the back-
island area. Behind the foredune ridge is a gently sloping
back-dune ramp that extends onto the vegetated barrier
flat.
After a storm has passed, beach and dune recovery
begins almost immediately. Within several daysafter Hurri-
cane Fern (1971), the shorewardmigration of small swash
bars was observed as the sand transported offshore during
the beach flattening process began to return. These were
later observed welding to the lower beach (Davis, 1972).
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After Hurricane Celia (1970), McGowen and others (1970)
observed the onshore transport of sand lost during the
storm and the restoration of the normal beach profile.
Hayes (1967) reported the formation of a broad hurricane
beach by Carla (1961) which, in places on Mustang Island,
eroded the foredunes 300 feet from their former position
and left wave-cut cliffs up to 15 feet high in the foredune
ridge. After the storm, Hayes (1967) observed the return of
the wind-shadow dunes on the back beach and the
subsequent repair of the foredune ridge. Thus, the beach
and dunes have a natural means by which they adjust to
storm surge so as to minimize its erosive potential. The
dunes are critically important to bothhigh- and low-profile
islands: as asand supply toallowthe beach to adjust during
storms and as buffers that can dissipate wave energy and
eventually recover or become reestablished. Where the
dunes are continuous and unbreached, they act as a last
defense against storm surge.
There are several ways in which the dunes can become
breached. In areas where the foredunes have become
weakened by devegetation and deflation or where roads
and paths have been cut through the dunes, an easy
pathway has been provided for storm-surge waters. Exami-
nation of aerial photographs of Mustang Island reveals
that storm washovers have breached the foredunes in
several places.
Active dunes and blowouts have been initiated in
several of these storm washovers (pi.1). Many are still
active in the form of large unvegetated sand sheets that
have migrated westward from the foredune zone. This
unvegetated sand is not as effective as the vegetated
foredunes in blocking storm surge because it is easily
eroded, and the low deflationplain that is left behindas the
active sand migrates becomesa potential washoversite.The
deflation plain offers relatively little resistance to storm
surge and is of a particularly serious nature when it occurs
in the foredune ridge.
Stableblowouts are hummocky, vegetated surfaces that
are the remnants of active blowouts and deflation plains.
These stable blowouts may become reactivated if the
stabilizing vegetation is destroyed.
Back-island dunes on Mustang Island occur along the
margin of Corpus Christi Bay and LagunaMadre and offer
floodprotection from bay surges and floodrunoff.
Distribution of Dune Types
To examine the beach-dunecomplex on Mustang Island,
21 profiles were prepared at intervals of approximately
5,000 feet between the south jetty of Aransas Pass and
Packery Channel (fig. 1). These profiles (fig. 24) were
prepared from U.S. Geological Survey 7-1/2 minute quad-
rangle topographic maps and were checked using 1974
aerial photographs and field observations. The profiles
indicate that, in addition to the variations in dunes shown
along a transect from the Gulf to the bay, variation in the
distribution of dune types is present along the length of the
island. From Aransas Pass south to a point 2,600 feet north
of Beach Access Road 1A (see profiles 1-3), the islandhas a
very wide beach, a series of coppice mounds on the back
beach, a broad zone of vegetated discontinuous foredunes,
two foredune ridges withan intervening broadswale, and a
gently sloping backdune rampextendingonto the vegetated
barrier flat. The two dune ridges are roughly parallel to
each other and are at a slight angle to the shoreline, which
brings them closer to the beach southward. At the north
end of the island (profile 1), the first dune ridge is
1,500 feet from mean high tide, leaving a wide zone of
hummocky foredunes between the ridge and the Gulf. At
profile 3, however, the first dune ridge is only 400 feet
from mean high tide. In this area, the dune ridge becomes
more critical as storm protection for the island because
there is less area betweenthe ridge and the Gulf over which
storm energy can be dissipated. Thus, the dune ridge will
receive a stronger storm surge than the ridge farther to the
north.
At a point 2,600 feet north of Access Road IA, the
second dune ridge has been washedback overPark Road 53
and does not continue down the island southof thispoint.
There are two locations on the island where an isolated
second dune ridge does occur, however. The first site is at
profile station 5, where the coppice mounds and hum-
mocky foredunes have coalesced to form a second ridge
seaward of the first continuous dune ridge. The second site,
1,000 feet south of profile station 10, also exhibits a
hummocky second ridge landward of the first continuous
dune ridge. There are several places where it appears from
the profiles that there are two dune ridges, but the profile
merely transected a low area within the continuous dune
ridge (profile 9) or across an isolated hummocky foredune
seawardof thecontinuous ridge (profile4).
South of profile 3, the first dune ridge is parallel to the
shoreline, but the hummocky foredunes and the coppice
mounds occur in a narrow bandbetweenthe beach and the
dune ridge. In map view, the Gulf side of the ridge is a
straight line, but the back side of the ridge has an uneven
boundary with the back dune ramp which extends toward
the bay. This irregularity is caused by the numerous small
washovers and blowouts that have breached the ridge in the
past and havesince becomehealed.
Profile 6, near a large active blowout,shows the absence
of a prominentdune ridge and thehummocky nature of the
foredunes. The sand has become devegetated and blown
back across the island towardPark Road 53 in a broad, flat
sheet by onshore winds.
Profile 7 transects an area where the foredune ridge
became devegetated, displaced toward the bay several
hundred feet, and revegetated, leaving a deflation plane
between it and the Gulf. Since that time, a line of coppice
mounds has developed in the deflation plane between the
displaced ridge and the Gulf. Profile 8 is also across a
blowoutarea; the devegetatedsand has blownback to Park
Road 53, where it forms a steep avalanche face at its most
baywardextension.
A large washover fan is located 1,800 feet north of
profile 12 and the fore-island dunes have been breachedat
this point.
South of Access Road 2A (profile 12), the fore-island
dunes are morehummocky, and the continuous ridge is less
distinct and more irregular than to the north.This irregular
ridge attains heights of 15 feet or more above sea level
(profiles 16, 18, 20), but active blowouts are more
numerousbetweenthesehigh points.Broad washoverplains
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Figure 24. Duneprofiles ofMustang and north Padre Islands
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with numerous coppice mounds are located on the north
and south sides of the Gulf entrance to the fish pass. These
areas appear as beach and coppice mounds on plate 1.
Landward of the washover plains are active dune and
blowout fields.Profile 14 transects the washoverplain and
blowout field south of the fish pass. This area becomes
flooded during storms, and the coppice mounds are
destroyed. Between storms, they build back,butsalt-water
flooding limits the growth of vegetation on the washover
plain and the blowout field.
Corpus Christi Pass (profile 17) and Newport Pass
(profile 19) are broad duneless washoverchannels flanked
by deflation plains. There are, however, well developed
fore-island dunes betweenthe passes (profiles 18, 20, 21).
From Packery Channel south to the Nueces County line,
the fore-island dunes have been breached by numerous
washovers and several extensive blowouts. The foredunes
offer local protection from storm flooding,but because of
their discontinuous nature, are subject to storm breaching.
Constraints On Dune Development
There are three important interrelatedsets of factors to
consider in determining dune criticality. The first is the
type of island under consideration. As previously men-
tioned, high- and low-profile islands respond differently to
the forces of storm water; the types of dunes present and
their response to storms dictate general guidelines for the
type of developmentthatcan occur— based on the extentof
washover and flooding that can be expected. Secondly,
more detailed site-specific information can be based on the
individual dune types present. Different types of dunes
serve different functions in protecting residential and
commercial developments, as well as the natural environ-
ment, from storms. Thirdly, dune characteristics such as
continuity and orientation, height, amount of vegetation
(degree of stabilization) and location with respect to the
Gulf, washoverpasses, blowout, and populationcenters are
importantconsiderations.
Typeof Island
Mustang and north Padre Islands are relatively stable,
sand-rich high-profile islands located on a sand-richPleisto-
cene strandplain in the vicinity of present-day longshore
drift convergence along the Texas coast. There is an
adequate supply of sand to build high continuous dunes,
low, hummocky discontinuous dunes,and coppice mounds.
There is also sufficient rainfall to allow vegetation to grow
and stabilize the dunes. Consequently, these dune systems
are among the best found anywhere along theTexas coast.
The shoreline of Mustang Island is relatively stable com-
pared to other segments of the coast; although the island
has been flooded by recent storms, major washovers are
confined to the Corpus Christi - Newport - Packery Channel
complex.
Dune Types
A chart summarizing the developmental suitability of
the various dune environments ispresented in table 7. Each
of the environments has been evaluated according to its
suitability for six land uses: (1) conservation and preserva-
Table 7. Suitability of dune types for specific activities
(land use designationsafter Wallace and others, 1971).
+- Suitable. o - Possible problems. x - Undesirable.
tion, (2) passive recreation, (3) active recreation, (4) low
development density, (5) high development density, and
(6) traffic routing (Wallace and others, 1971). Each envi-
ronment is ratedas undesirable,a possible problemarea, or
suitable for each of these land uses based on potential
hazards to life and property as wellas possible interference
with the natural systems of the island. Each rating
presented is conservative,and, in reality, the suitability of
each dune type for the activities describedis influenced by
site-specific characteristics of the dunes being considered.
(See the followingdiscussion on dune characteristics.)
The fore-beach and back-beach areas are suitable for
conservation and passive recreation only. Any solidstruc-
tures in this area are subject to destruction by even minor
storms (Morton, 1976). Seawalls may be detrimental
because solid structures on the beach not only prevent the
exchange of sand with the dunes, but they form a solid
bulkhead in the surf zone against which storm wavesbreak.
This concentrates the wave energy on the back beach in
front of the seawall and the rapidback-rush of water carries
the beach sand offshore. There is no broadbeach onwhich
storm wavescan dissipate their energy,and no reservesand
supply for the beach. The U.S. Army Corps of Engineers
(1971b) has stated that although"seawallsmay protect the
upland, they do not hold or protect the beach which is the
greatest asset of shorefrontproperty."
Land Use
Environment C PR AR D 1 D 2 T
Forebeach + + x x x x
Backbeach + + o x x x
Coppice mounds + o x x x x
Hummocky foredunes + o x x x x
(discontinuous)
First foredune ridge + x x o x x
Swale between dune ridges + 00000
Second foredune ridge + o x + o x
Back duneramp + + o + + o
Vegetated barrier flat + + + + + +
C - Conservation and Preservation: represents areas that should
not be developed because of hazards that affectboth life and
property as well as dangerously interfere with the natural
processes activeon the island.
PR - Passive Recreation: represents activities requiring low levels of
exertion and/or minor impact on the natural systems; for
example, walking, bathing,and nature observation.
AR - Active Recreation: represents activities requiring moderate to
high levels of exertion and/or a greater intensity of devel-
oped facilities; for example,golf coursesand tennis courts.
D1- Development Density 1: represents low density development
and a low number of peopleper unit area. This includes well
spaced single family houses.
D2- Development Density 2: moderate tohigh density development
and a high number of people per unit area; for example,
institutional developments (village facilities, churches, and
schools) as well as residential developments (condominiums
and apartmentcomplexes).
T- Traffic; paths of extensive pedestrian and vehicular
transportation.
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The back-beach coppice mounds and the hummocky
foredunes are suitable only for conservationbecause of the
importance of maintaininga supply of sand between the
beach and the dune ridge. These are critical dunes and
should not be disturbed. Pedestrian and vehicular traffic
should be restricted from this area to allow the vegetation
to grow and trap sand blowing off the beach. If it is
necessary for pedestrian traffic to cross the coppice mounds
or hummocky foredunes, elevated boardwalks should be
built so that dune grass and small dunes will not be
destroyed.
The first dune ridge is also critical because it protects the
back-island area from being washedoverby most storms. It
may also serve as an additional sand supply for beach
adjustments during storms. Pedestrian and vehicular traffic
should be restricted from crossing the dune ridge because
such activitiesmay destroy dune grass and initiate blowouts
which can weaken the ridge. The first dune ridge is
particularly critical south of Beach Access Road IA, where
it is the only ridge present, and is closer to the Gulf than
either ridge to the north.
Thecriticality of asecond dune ridge (where it occurs) is
partly determined by the condition of the first ridge. In
areas where the first ridge is low or has been weakenedby
blowouts or washovers, the second ridge becomes more
critical than in areas where the first ridge is high and
unbreached. In either case, the density of developed
facilities should be keptat a minimum.
The swale between the two ridges (where it occurs) is a
hazardous area to develop because it is susceptible to
flooding and water may pond in the low area after even
minorstorms.Elevatedstructures are advisable.
The most advisable area to develop with respect to the
safety of life and property as well as preservation of the
island's natural systems is the back-dune ramp and vege-
tated barrier flat. The gently bayward sloping ramp is
elevated above the vegetated barrier flat and is relatively
protected from bayside flooding.The ramp is landward of
the fore-island dunes and is therefore protected from most
direct storm-surge action.If thevegetation isnot destroyed,
the ramp is stable. Passage to and from the beach can best
beaccomplishedby elevated walkways over the dunes.
Construction in dune breaches should be avoided be-
cause they become potential washoversites. The washover
vulnerability of the breach is a function of its elevation
above sea level and thedistance of the breacheddunes from
the Gulf.
Dune Characteristics
The last step in determining dune criticality is to
consider the site-specific characteristicsof each of the dune
types previously discussed.
Dune continuity is an important characteristicbecause a
continuous ridge of dunes protects back-island areas from
hurricane surge and washover more effectively than do
discontinuous dunes. The best protection is offered by a
combinationof a high, continuous dune ridge withdiscon-
tinuous dunes seaward. If they are extensive enough, these
discontinuous hummocky foredunes can dissipate storm
surge before it reaches the continuous dune ridge.
Dunes oriented with their long axis parallel to the
shoreline are most effective in blocking high storm waters
and sheltering back duneareas fromhigh winds.Dunes with
their long axis perpendicular to the shore could actually
funnel storm surge into interdune areas.
Dune height and width are also important charac-
teristics. Studies by the Corps of Engineers indicate that
hurricane surge rarely exceeds 15 feet along the Texas
coast. High, wide dunes are much more effective as storm
protection than are low,narrow dunes.
The amount of vegetative cover is another factor to
consider. Surface vegetation acts as a baffle to trap blowing
sand and the extensive underground root systems of dune
grasses act as binding agents to retard the movement of
loose sand exposedtoerosionby windand water.
There has been some debate as to whether vegetated
dunes are more critical than nonvegetated dunes when, in
fact, they both serve an important function. There are
shoreline segments where the only dunes present are
unvegetated blowout dunes and here they become critical
to the areas behind them. Both vegetated and devegetated
dunes are important, although vegetated dunes are more
desirableas storm protection because of theirstability.
The deflation flat left by migrating dunes may be a
potential washover site. Devegetated areas may be more
desirable for the location of developed facilities that
otherwise would require the leveling of vegetated dunes.
This is particularly true if the developer initiates a
dune-stabilizationprogramin a devegetatedarea.
Location with respect to the Gulf is important because
dunes farther back from the water are generally less
vulnerable to storm attack than those that are closer. The
increased distance from the Gulf also affords a greater area
for wave and current dissipation before storm waters reach
the dune ridge. On Mustang Island, the foredunes just south
of the jetty at Aransas Pass are farther back from the Gulf
thanthose to the south and are therefore less critical.
Dunes located near washover passes are very likely to be
leveled during storms and high tides. Examples are the
coppice dunes bordering Corpus Christi, Newport, and
Packery Channels and the fish pass.
Ordinal Rankingof Dunes
Conclusions concerning dune criticality must be based
not only on the type of island, type of dunes, and dune
characteristics, but also on the function that the dunes
serve. To state that continuous dunesare more critical than
discontinuous dunes is misleading because each serves a
different function; if only discontinuous dunes arepresent,
they becomemost critical.
A ranking of dune criticality based on the rolethat each
type plays in conjunction with other dune types is as
follows:
1. High vegetatedcontinuous fore-island dune ridges.
2. High t//7vegetated continuous fore-islanddune ridges.
3. High vegetatedcfecontinuous fore-islanddunes.
4. High t//7vegetated discontinuous fore-islanddunes.
5.-8. Same as points 1 to 4, but low elevation(<10 feet).
9. Vegetatedcoppice mounds.
10. Vegetated coppice mounds occurring seaward of
continuous fore-island dunes or discontinuous fore-
dunes.
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11. Sparsely vegetatedcoppice mounds.
12. Sparsely vegetatedsand flats.
13. Unvegetated sand flats.
This ranking will vary according to locationon the coast
and the specific conditions that prevail at any particular
time and place. The ranking is most applicable to Mustang
Island. It should be apparent that dunes offer the best
storm protection where there is more than one dune type
present and are most critical when one type occurs alone.
Public Beach Access and Dune Stability
Unique political and social conditions in Texas permit
practically unlimitedaccess to much of the Gulf shoreline.
Although access to the Gulf beaches is controlled, the
traffic up and down the beach is not controlled exceptby
speed limits and certain restrictions on driving along the
"wet" beach. In Texas, increased demands for recreation
partially translate to increased beach traffic.
In the preceding discussion the function and importance
of the fore-island dunes in geological processes and natural
hazards have been emphasized. Equally important is an
understanding of alterations in the natural beach-dune
system as a result of increased use of the beach, especially
in thevicinity of the fore-islanddunes. Unfortunately, little
has been done to prevent adverse effects of beach mainte-
nance and vehicular traffic: perhaps this neglect may be
attributedto the lack ofpublisheddata on thesubject. The
barrier islands, in particular the beach and foredunes, have
experienced a gradual transition from nearly opposite
extremes in degree of use. During the past 40 years, beach
traffic and beach maintenance has increased from only
occasional occurrences with noadverse effect to practically
continuous use and maintenance withpossible unforeseen
impact on dune stability.
The Gulf beaches in and immediately adjacent to the
study area provide a spectrum of natural and humanly
altered conditions. Beach grading does not occur on San
Jose Island, and beach traffic is limited to daily recon-
naissance and those few trips essential for ranch operation.
Because such limited traffic is generally confined to the
"wet"beach, there is no observedeffect on the back beach
or dunes. The other end member is represented by the
study area. Mustang and north Padre Islands. Along this
segment of the coast, beach grading occurs in park areas,
and drivingon the back beach is not only permittedbut is
also encouraged to avoid possible conflict between beach
trafficand beachrecreation. An intermediatestate exists on
north Padre Island in which a segment of Padre Island
National Seashore has been closed to beach traffic since
1968. Prior to acquisitionby the National Park Service, this
segment of the beach supported trafficnearly equalto that
in thestudy area.
From fieldobservations and beachprofiles it is apparent
that grading and vehicular traffic along the back beach
prevent the formation of coppice mounds and thus elimi-
nate the sparse vegetation (fig.25). The exclusion of sand
Figure 25. Beach profiles illustrating differences in beach widthand
position of the vegetation line in areas ofvehicular andnonvehicular
traffic.
accumulation and concomitant decreases in back-beach
elevation permit the erosion of the fore-island dunes by
lower storm-surge elevations. Furthermore, a given storm
will probably inflict greater damage on the dunes because
of the increased erosion anticipated as a result of the
eliminationof thereserveof sand.
At the present, beach grading in the study area is
infrequent and is limited to removal of natural accumula-
tions of seaweed (Sargassum) and other debris that wash
ashore from the Gulf. The sand and debrisscraped fromthe
beach is usually placed in frontof the dunes or in washover
areas. Such activities have the same general effect as
vehicular traffic with the exception that substantial
volumes of sand are redistributed on the beach. Perhaps
someof the post-Carla dune developmentand accumulation
of sand attributedto snowfences and natural accumulation
are partially the reflectionof beachmaintenance.
The heaviestbeach traffic is concentratednear the break
in slopebetween the back beach and the dunes. Therefore,
beach traffic could control to some extent the position of
the dunes and the vegetation line.For example,if the dunes
were eroded by a major hurricane, beach traffic following
the storm could prevent the recovery of the dunes and
natural seawardadvance that normally follows. In thatcase,
the beach traffic would artificially maintain the dunes and
vegetation line in a more landward position. Gulfside
camping also occurs near the break in slope seawardof the
dunes and, as a result, pedestrian traffic on the dunes is




Mustang and north Padre Islands are barrier islands
located along the central Gulf coast of Texasin the area of
the coastalbend. Island environmentsare part of a dynamic
system and are susceptible to change over relatively short
periodsof time as the island respondsto a variety of natural
processes including eolian activity, hurricanes and tropical
storms, waves and longshore currents, tidal currents, subsi-
dence, and sea-levelrise.
Sixteen land and water resources units weredelineated
and mapped and each described in terms of a general
definition, physical characteristics, active processes, typical
vegetation and/or animals, and importance and/or special
concerns.
The vegetated barrier flat is the most extensiveland and
water resource unit, comprising about 27 percent of the
mapped area. Two other units with wide areal distribution
are marine grassflats and subaerial spoil and made land.
These units make up about 19 and 12 percent of the area,
respectively. Other resource units are less extensive but
several such as the fore-island dunes, storm-washoverareas,
and salt marshes are highly significant island features.
Historical changes innatural environments.Gulf and bay
shorelines and the Gulf vegetation line, were determined
using historicalmonitoring techniqueswhichinvolve precise
cartographic comparison and analysis of chronologic charts,
maps, and photographs.
Historical monitoring revealed that significant changes
occurred in natural environments on Mustang and north
Padre Islands during an approximate 36-year period
(1938-1974). Changes include (1)a reduction in the area
occupied by eolian landforms as a result of the gradual
stabilization of these areas by vegetation, (2) the spread of
subaqueous grassflats into former areas of wind-tidal flats
or into areas of subaqueous sand shoals occurring in
washover areas, and (3) an increase in the area occupied by
spoil and made land particularly in the north Padre Island
area.
Historical monitoring of Gulf and bay shorelines indi-
cates that net shoreline changes over approximately the
past 100 years are predominantly erosional. Of 22 points
monitored along the Gulf shoreline, net erosion was
recorded at 18 points, whereas net accretion was recorded
at only 4. At most points, the net rate of change was
relatively low, less than 3 feet per year, but short-term
changes occurred at much higher rates where the shoreline
experiencedbothaccretionand erosion. A disturbing fact is
the erosional trend in the Gulf shoreline established after
1958 continued until 1974 and is probably still operative.
Bay shorelines were monitored along two major seg-
ments of Mustang Island. Net historic changes (1867 to
1974) at 19 monitoring points varied, with 11 points
experiencing net erosion, 7 points net accretion, and one
point no change. More recent trends, 1958 to 1974,
indicate all but1point wereexperiencingerosion. The data
indicate that bay shoreline erosion will probably continue
at many of these points.
Changes in the position of the vegetation line along the
Gulf shoreline,monitored from aerial photographs ranging
in date from 1937 to 1974 indicate net accretion (en-
croachment toward Gulf shoreline) on Mustang and north
Padre Islands at all monitoring points except one which
experiencednet retreat. In general, the long-term change in
position of the vegetation line is similar to that of the
shoreline. Short-term changes in position of the vegetation
line, however, reflect climatic conditions and take place
independentof shoreline changes.
Fore-island dunes werestudied inmore detail than other
barrier-island resources because of their significant role in
providingprotection forback islandareas and the mainland
from the full force of storm surge, wave action, and
flooding. Objectives of the dune study were to review the
factors that are critical to the maintenance of protective
dunes along coastal barrier island, to describe the various
dune types on Mustangand northPadre Islands,toconsider
their function in responding to storms, and to describe the
relative importance of each type in protecting both the
natural coastal system and man's barrier-islanddevelopment
within that system.
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GENERALMETHODS ANDPROCEDURES USED BY THE
BUREAUOF ECONOMIC GEOLOGY
Definition
Historical shoreline monitoring is the documentation of direc-
tion and magnitude of shoreline change through specific time
periods using accurate vintage charts, maps, andaerial photographs.
Sources of Data
Basic data used to determine changes in shoreline position are
near-vertical aerial photographs andmosaics andtopographic charts.
Accurate topographic charts dating from 1850, available through
the Department of Commerce, National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration (NOAA), were mapped by the U.S. Coast Survey
using plane-table procedures. Reproductions of originals are used to
establish shoreline position (mean high water) before the early
19305. Aerial photography supplemented and later replaced re-
gional topographic mosaics representing a diversity of scales and
vintages. These photographs show shoreline position based on the
sediment-water interfaceat the time the photographs were taken.
Procedure
The key to comparison of various data needed to monitor
shoreline variations is agreement in scale and adjustment of the data
to the projection of the selected map base; U.S. Geological Survey
7.5-minute quadrangle topographic maps (1:24,000 or 1 inch =
2,000 feet) are used for this purpose. Topographic charts and aerial
photographs are either enlarged or reduced to the precise scale of
the topographic maps. Shorelines shown on topographic charts and
sediment-water interface mapped directly on sequential aerial
photographs are transferred from the topographic charts andaerial
photographs onto the common base map mechanically with a
reducing pantograph or optically with a Saltzman projector. Lines
transferred to the common base map are compared directly, and
measurements are made to quantify any changes in position with
time.
Factors Affecting Accuracy of Data
Documentation of long-term changes from available records,
referred to as historical monitoring, involves repetitive sequential
mapping of shoreline position using coastal charts (topographic
surveys) and aerial photographs. This is in contrast to short-term
monitoring which employs beach profile measurements and/or the
mapping of shoreline position on recent aerial photographs only.
There are advantages and disadvantages inherent in both techniques.
Long-term historical monitoring reveals trends which provide the
basis for projection of future changes, but the incorporation of
coastal charts dating from the 1850's introduces some uncertainty
as to the precision of the data. In contrast, short-term monitoring
can be extremely precise. However, the inability to recognize and
differentiate long-term trends from short-term changes is a decided
disadvantage. Short-term monitoring also requires a network of
stationary, permanent markers which are periodically reoccupied
because they serve as a common point from which future beach
profiles are made. Such a network of permanent markers and
measurements has not been established along the Texas Coast, and
even if a network were established, it would take considerable time
(20 to 30 years) before sufficient data were available for determina-
tion of long-term trends.
Because the purpose ofshoreline monitoring is to document past
changes in shoreline position and to provide basis for the projection
of future changes, the method of long-term historical monitoring is
preferred.
Original Data
Topographic surveys.— Some inherent error probably exists in
the original topographic surveys conducted by the U.S. Coast
Survey [U.S. Coast and Geodetic Survey,now called National Ocean
Survey].Shalowitz (1964, p.81) states...the degree of accuracy of the early surveys depends
onmany factors,among which are the purpose of the survey,
the scale and date of the survey, the standards for survey
work then in use, the relative importance of the area
surveyed, and the ability and care which the individual
surveyor brought to his task.
Although it is neither possible norpractical to comment on all of
these factors or to quantify the error they represent,generally the
accuracy of a particular survey is related to its date; recentsurveys
are more accurate than older surveys. Error can also be introduced
by physical changes in material on which the original data appear.
Distortions, such as scale changes from expansion andcontraction
of the base material, caused by reproduction and changes in
atmospheric conditions, can be corrected by cartographic tech-
niques. Location of mean high water is also subject to error.
Shalowitz (1964, p. 175) states "...location of the high-water line
on the early surveys is within a maximum error of 10 meters and
may possibly be much moreaccurate than this."
Aerial photographs.— Error introduced by use of aerial photo-
graphs is related to variation in scale and resolution and to optical
aberrations.
Use of aerial photographs of various scales introduces variations
in resolution with concomitant variations inmappingprecision. The
sediment-water interface can be mapped with greater precision on
larger scale photographs, whereas the same boundary can be
delineated with less precision on smaller scale photographs. Stated
another way, the line delineating the sediment-water interface
represents less horizontal distance on larger scale photographs than a
line of equal width delineating the same boundary on smaller scale
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photographs. Aerial photographs of a scale less than that of the
topographic base map used for compilation create an addedproblem
of imprecision because the mapped line increases in width when a
photograph is enlarged optically tomatch the scale of the base map.
In contrast, the mapped line decreases in width when aphotograph
is reduced optically to match the scale of the base map. Further-
more, shorelines mechanically adjusted by pantograph methods to
match the scale of the base map do not change in width.
Fortunately, photographs with a scale equal to or larger than the
topographic map base can generally be utilized.
Optical aberration causes the margins of photographs to be
somewhat distorted andshorelines mappedon photographic margins
may be a source of error in determining shoreline position.
However, only the central portion of the photographs are used for
mapping purposes, anddistances between fixed points are adjusted
to the 7.5-minute topographic base.
Meteorological conditions prior to and at the time of photog-
raphy also have a bearing on the accuracy of the documented
shoreline changes. For example,deviations from normal astronomi-
cal tides caused by barometric pressure, wind velocity anddirection,
and attendant waveactivity may introduce errors, the significance
of which depends on the magnitude of the measured change. Most
photographic flights are executed duringcalm weather conditions,
thus eliminating most of the effect of abnormal meteorological
conditions.
InterpretationofPhotographs
Another factor that may contribute to error in determining rates
of shoreline change is the ability of the scientist to interpret
correctly what he or she sees on the photographs. The most
qualified aerial photograph mappers are those who have made the
most observations on the ground. Some older aerial photographs
may be of poor quality, especially along the shorelines. On a few
photographs, both the beach and swash zone are bright white
(albedo effect) and cannot be precisely differentiated; the shoreline
is projected through these areas, and, therefore, some error may be
introduced. In general, these difficulties are resolved through an
understanding of coastal processes and a thorough knowledge of
factors that may affect the appearance of shorelines on
photographs.
Use of mean high-water line on topographic charts and the
sediment-water interface on aerial photographs to define the same
boundary is inconsistent because normally the sediment-water
interface is almost always seaward of the mean high-water line. This
displacement depends on the tide cycle, slope of the beach, and
wind direction when the photograph was taken. The combinations
of factors on the Gulf shoreline which yield the greatest horizontal
displacement of the sediment-water interface frommean high water
are low tide conditions, low beach profile, and strong northerly
winds. Field measurements indicate that along the Texas Gulf Coast,
maximum horizontal displacement of a photographed shoreline
from mean high-water level is approximately 125 feet under these
same conditions. Because the displacement of the photographed
shoreline is almost always seaward of mean high water, shoreline
changes determined from comparison of mean high-water line and
sediment-water interface will slightly underestimate rates of erosion
or slightly over-estimate rates of accretion.
Cartographic Procedure
Topographic charts.— The topographic charts are replete with a
1-minute-interval grid; transfer of the shoreline position from
topographic charts to the base map is accomplished by construction
of a 1-minute-interval grid on the 7.5-minute topographic base map
and projection of the chart onto the base map. Routine adjustments
are made across the map with the aid of the 1-minute-interval
latitude and longitude cells. This adjustment is necessary because:
(1) chart scale is larger than base map scale; (2) distortions
(expansion and contraction) in the medium (paper or cloth) of the
original survey and reproduced chart previously discussed require
adjustment; and (3) paucity of culture along the shore provides
limited horizontal control.
Aerial photographs.—Accuracy of aerial photograph mosaics is
similar to topographic charts in that quality is related to vintage;
more recent mosaics are more accurate. Photograph negative
quality, optical resolution, and techniques of compiling controlled
mosaics have improved with time; thus, more adjustments are
necessary when working with older photographs.
Cartographic procedures may introduce minor errors associated
with the transfer of shoreline position from aerial photographs and
topographic charts to the base map. Cartographic procedures do not
increase the accuracy of mapping;however, they tend tocorrect the
photogrammetric error inherent in the original materials such as
distortions andoptical aberrations.
Measurementsand CalculatedRates
Actual measurements oflinear distances on maps can be made to
one-hundredth of an inch which corresponds to 20 feet on maps
with a scale of 1 inch - 2,000 feet (1:24,000). This detail is more
precise than the significance of the data warrants. However,
problems do arise when rates of change are calculated because:
(Dtime intervals between photographic coverage are not equal;
(2) erosion or accretion is assumed constant over the entire time
period; and (3) multiple rates (n 2
"n, where n represents the
number of mapped shorelines) can be obtainedat any given point
using various combinations of lines.
The beach area is dynamic, and changes of varying magnitude
occur continuously. Each photograph represents a sample in the
continuum of shoreline changes, and it follows that measurements
of shoreline changes taken over short time intervals would more
closely approximate the continuum of changes because the pro-
cedure would approach continuous monitoring. Thus, theproblems
listed above are interrelated, and solutions require the averagingof
rates of change for discrete intervals. Numerical ranges and graphic
displays are used to present the calculated rates of shoreline change.
Where possible, dates when individual photographs actually were
taken are used to determine the time interval needed to calculate
rates, rather than the general date printed on themosaic. Particular
attention is also paid to the month, as well as the year of
photography; this eliminates an apparent age difference of oneyear
between photographs taken in December and January of the
followingyear.
Justification of Method and Limitations
The methods used in long-term historical monitoring carry a
degree of imprecision, and trends and rates of shoreline changes
determined from these techniques havelimitations. Rates of change
are to some degree subordinate in accuracy to trends or direction of
change; however, there is no doubt about the significance of the
trends of shoreline change documented over more than 100 years.
An important factor in evaluating shoreline changes is the total
length of time represented by observational data.Observations over
a shortperiodof time mayproduce erroneous conclusionsabout the
long-term change in coastal morphology. For example,it is well
established that landward retreat of the shoreline duringa storm is
accompanied by sediment removal; the sediment is eroded, trans-
ported, and temporarily stored offshore. Shortly after storm
passage, the normal beach processes again become operative and
some of the sediment is returned to the beach. If the shoreline is
monitored during this recovery period, data wouldindicate beach
accretion; however, if the beach does not accrete to its prestorm
position, then net effect of the storm is beach erosion. Therefore,
long-term trends are superior to short-term observations. Establish-
ment of long-term trends based on changes in shoreline position
necessitates the use of older and less precise topographic surveys.
The applicability of topographic surveys for these purposes is
discussed by Shalowitz (1964,p.79) who stated:
There is probably little doubt but thatthe earliest records
of changes in our coastline that are on a large enough scale
and in sufficient detail to justify their use for quantitative
study are those made by the Coast Survey. These surveys
were executed by competentand careful engineers and were
practically all based on a geodetic network which minimized
the possibility of large errors being introduced. They there-
fore represent the best evidence available of the condition of
our coastline a hundred or more years ago, and the courts
have repeatedly recognized their competency in this
respect
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Because of the importance of documenting changes over a long
time interval, topographic charts andaerial photographs have been
used to study beach erosion in other areas. For example, Morgan
and Larimore (1957), Harris and Jones (1964), El-Ashry and
Wanless (1968), Bryant and McCann (1973), and Stapor (1973)
have successfully used techniques similar to those employedherein.
Previous articles describing determinations of beach changes from
aerial photographs were reviewed by Stafford (1971) and Stafford
and others (1973).
Simply stated, the method of usingtopographic charts andaerial
photographs, although not absolutely precise, represents the best
method available for investigating long-term trends in shoreline
changes.
Limitations of the method require that emphasis be placed first
on trend of shoreline changes with rates of change beingsecondary.
Although rates of change from map measurements canbe calculated
to a precision well beyond the limits of accuracy of theprocedure,
they are most important as relative values; that is, do the data
indicate that erosion is occurring at a few feet per year or at
significantly higher rates. Because sequential shoreline positions are
seldom exactly parallel, in some instances it is best to provide a
range of values such as 10 to 15 feet per year. As long as users
realize and understand the limitations of the method of historical
monitoring, results of sequential shoreline mapping are significant
anduseful in coastal zone planninganddevelopment.
Sources and Nature of
Supplemental Information
Sources of aerial photographs, topographic charts, and topo-
graphic base maps used for this report are identified in appendix B.
Additional information was derived from miscellaneous reports
published by the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers and ground
measurements and observations, including beach profiles, prepared
as a part of this investigation.
Relative wave intensity, estimated from photographs, and the
general appearance of the beach dictate whether or not tide and
weather bureau records should be checked for abnormal conditions
at the time of photographs. Most flights are executed during calm
weather conditions, however. On the other hand, large-scale changes
are recorded immediately after the passage of a tropical storm or
hurricane. For this reason, photograph dates have been compared
with weather bureau records to determine the nature andextent of
tropical cyclones prior to the overflight. If recent storm effects were
obvious on the photographs, an attemptwas made to relate those
effects to aparticular event.
Considerable data were compiled from weather bureau records
and the U.S. Department of Commerce (1930-1974) for many of
the dates of aerial photography. These data, which include wind
velocity and direction and times of predicted tidal stage, were used
to qualitatively estimate the effect of meteorological conditions on
position of the sediment-water interface (fig. 2).
Monitoring of Vegetation Line
Changes in the vegetation line are determined from aerial
photographs in the same manner as changes in shoreline position
with the exception that line of continuous vegetation is mapped
rather than sediment-water interface. Problems associated with
interpretation of vegetation line on aerial photographs are similar to
those encountered with shoreline interpretation because they
involve scale and resolution of photography as well as coastal
processes. In places, the vegetation "line" is actually a zone or
transition, the precise position of which is subject to interpretation;
in other places the boundary is sharp and distinct, requiring little
interpretation. The problems ofmapping vegetation line are not just
restricted to geographic area but also involve time. Observations
indicate that the vegetation line along a particular section of beach
may be indistinct for a givendate, but subsequent photography may
show a well-defined boundary for the same area,or vice versa. In
general, these difficulties are resolved through an understanding of
coastal processes and a thorough knowledge of factors that affect
appearance of the vegetation line on photographs. For example,the
vegetation line tends to be ill-defined followingstorms because sand
may be deposited over the vegetation or the vegetation may be
completely removed by wave action. The problem of photographic
scale andoptical resolution in determination of the vegetation line is
opposite that associated with determination of the shoreline.
Mapping vegetation line is more difficulton larger scale photographs
than on smaller scale photographs, particularly in areas where the
vegetation line is indistinct, because larger scalephotographs provide
greater resolution and much more detail. Fortunately, vegetation
line is not affected by processes such as tide cycle at the time the
photographs were taken.
AppendixB
List of AerialPhotographs ListofMapsUsed inDeterminingShoreline Changes
Listof 7.5-Minute QuadrangleTopographicMaps
Date Source of Photograph
March-April 1937 Tobin Research, Inc.
November 1938 U.S. Dept.Agriculture
January, March and April 1956 U.S. Dept.Agriculture
January and December, 1958
to January 1959
Tobin Research, Inc.
September 1961 U.S. Army Corps of Engineers
June 1967 U.S. Army Corps of Engineers
October 1969 to August1970 National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration (NOAA)
October 1971 Tobin Research, Inc.
June 1974 General Land Office ofTexas
Date Description Source ofMaps
1867 Topographic map1044 NOAA





Crane Islands (northwest), Texas
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AppendixC
LandUse In The Vicinity of Port Aransas, Texas Units
mappedon the land usemap are as follows:
1 Retail, commercial, and industrial facilities (includes such things
as food stores, service stations, and restaurants; industrial
facilities are primarily oil andgas production facilities).
Multiple-family residences, motels and hotels (includes con-
dominums andapartments).
Current land use was mapped on 1974 black-and-white aerial
photographs available through the General Land Office of Texas.
The base for the map is the same as that of the Land and Water






Public and private group-use facilities (includes churches,
schools. Federal, State, county, and city installations and
facilities and privately ownedgroup-use facilities such as the golf
course on North Padre Island).
The land use map displays those areas in the vicinity of Port
Aransas which were physically occupied by various types of
man-made facilities in 1974. This information in conjunction with
the Land and Water Resources Map, which displays spoil andmade
land, provides a more complete picture of man's influence on island
environments.
5, Trailer parks (includes privately ownedrecreational vehicle parks
and mobile homes).
6, Open space (includes those areas not covered by other map
units; see Landand Water Resources Map for these areas).
Figure C-1. Land use in the vicinity of Port Aransas, Texas.



